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ABSTRACT
The fantastic growth of the web and of digital 
discursive spaces, including those offered in 
and by social media, has exacerbated a prob-
lem long wrestled with by the courts even in the 
analog pre-web era – anonymous defamation1   .

-
times seemingly impossible task of balanc-
ing the right to a good name on the one hand 
against a speaker’s First Amendment right to 
anonymous expression, even that which de-
fames, on the other, in and with a medium that 
enables and encourages cheaply, even freely 
published, globally distributed, cached, and 
searchable expression. 2 
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1  For a discussion of the range of problems that the Internet 
has raised, see Anita B. Frohlich, Copyright Infringement in the 

 
24 BERKLEY TECH. L.J. 51 (2009); Ashley Packard, Wired But 
Mired: Legal System Inconsistencies Puzzle International Inter-
net Publishers, 1 J. INT’L MEDIA & ENT. LAW 57 (2007); and 
Peter P. Swire, Elephants and Mice Revisited: Law and Choice 
of Law on the Internet, 153 U. PA. L. REV. 1975 (2005).

2  In this article, anonymous expression refers both to the truly 

as a subset of anonymity, pseudonymity, or expression identi-
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A legitimate state interest exists in the compensation of individuals for the harm done to them by 
defamatory and false statements, but in making it too easy for plaintiffs to force the discovery of 
anonymous speakers’ identities, the state could unnecessarily, perhaps even unconstitutionally 
chill online expression. In John Doe defamation suits, therefore, courts are asked to weigh plaintiffs’ 
rights to seek redress for damaging, false expression against defendants’ rights to anonymously 
speak or publish. To do this, the courts need a national standard, which requires determining un-
der what circumstances to grant a motion or subpoena to force disclosure of the anonymous 
defendant(s). This article proposes just such a standard for U.S. courts, hoping to contribute clarity 
and consistency in an area of the law that lacks both. In order to do this, this article also provides 
important historical context for a type of expression in the United States that pre-dates the country 
itself, a type that was instrumental in the country’s own founding and organization.

;̀ WPJHSS`�[OL�ÄYZ[�Z[LW�PU�H�KLMHTH[PVU�HJ[PVU�HNHPUZ[�HU�HUVU`TV\Z�ZWLHRLY�MVY�L_WYLZZPVU�WVZ[LK�
or published online is to seek a subpoena on the defendant’s Internet Service Provider (ISP) in order 
[V�VI[HPU�[OH[�ZWLHRLY»Z�PKLU[P[ �̀�0[�PZ�KPMÄJ\S[�MVY�H�WSHPU[PMM�[V�Z\L��HM[LY�HSS��\USLZZ�OL�VY�ZOL�RUV^Z�
whom to accuse. By most of the standards issued mostly by district courts and intermediate state 
JV\Y[Z��VUJL�PZZ\LK�[OL�Z\IWVLUH�HU�0:7�[OLU�UV[PÄLZ�[OL�HJJ\ZLK�[OH[�OPZ�VY�OLY�PKLU[P[`�PZ�ILPUN�
sought in order to give that defendant an opportunity to contest the subpoena.1 Of course, if the 
ZWLHRLY�PZ�HUVU`TV\Z�VY�WZL\KVU`TV\Z��UV[PM`PUN�[OH[�WLYZVU�VM�[OL�HJ[PVU�JHU�WYV]L�KPMÄJ\S[��
Conversely, it is impossible to defend against a subpoena to force disclosure if you have not been 
UV[PÄLK�VM�[OL�Z\IWVLUH�PU�[OL�ÄYZ[�WSHJL��(Z�VUL�H\[OVY�W\[�P[��PM�H�Z\IWVLUH�ILJVTLZ�L_�WHY[L��
¸VUL�VM�[OL�KLMLUKHU[»Z�TVZ[�PTWVY[HU[�KLMLUZLZ�¶�OPZ�V^U�]PNVYV\Z�HK]VJHJ`�¶�PZ�LSPTPUH[LK�¹2 

 To help courts navigate the competing interests in such cases, this article proposes a single, 
relatively high national standard or balancing test, one that includes a separate and controver-
sial First Amendment balancing factor.3 In doing so, this article seeks to offer guidance to courts 

1  Different ISPs deal with subpoenas for the identity of anonymous speakers in different ways, usually in conformity to their own 
\ZLY�HNYLLTLU[Z�HUK�WYP]HJ`�HUK�\ZL�WVSPJPLZ��:LL��L�N���*VOLU�]��.VVNSL��0UJ���5V���������� ����� �>3����������5�@��:\W��
Ct. Aug. 17, 2009), in which Google fought a subpoena on behalf of an anonymous blogger using its Blogger.com service. More 
recently, an ISP attempted to fend off a subpoena from a magistrate judge in Denver over critical comments posted to a com-
pany’s Wikipedia page by disgruntled customers (See Clara Hogan, Colorado case could affect online comment rights, THE RE-
PORTERS COMMITTEE FOR A FREE PRESS, June 7, 2011, available: http: http://www.rcfp.org/newsitems/index.php?i=11906, 
accessed June 9, 2011).

2  Nathaniel Gleicher, John Doe Subpoenas: Toward a Consistent Legal Standard������@HSL�3��1������������������

���-VY�HU�L_HTWSL�VM�Z\JO�H�[LZ[�HUK�ÄM[O�WYVUN��ZLL�0UKLWLUKLU[�5L^ZWHWLYZ�]��ALI\SVU�1��)YVKPL������4K������� ���(��K�
432 (2009). The Court of Appeals of Maryland, one of the few appellate courts to develop such a test, included in its opinion a 
detailed analysis of most of the previous attempts by courts to balance the two rights or interests. The opinion offers one of the 
most comprehensive discussions of these earlier and competing tests available. Two media scholars have called the opinion 
¸L_OH\Z[P]L¹��(ZOSL`�0��2PZZPUNLY�HUK�2H[OHYPUL�3HYZLU��Untangling the Legal Labyrinth: Protections for Anonymous Speech, 13 
J. of Internet L. 9, 19 (March 2010).
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addressing similar matters and to magistrate judges who are often the front line of defense for 
the First Amendment in these cases and yet who often are ignorant of the law in this area.4 In ar-
ticulating and arguing for a high standard, this article builds on, expands, and updates the work 
VM�1VUH[OHU�+��1VULZ�HUK��ZLWHYH[LS �̀�9VILY[�+��9PJOHYKZ��0U�OPZ���� �HY[PJSL��¸*`ILYZTLHYZ�HUK�
John Doe: How Far Should First Amendment Protection of Anonymous Internet Speakers Extend?” 
Jones concluded that the presumption in the law should be in favor of preserving anonymity and 
¸ZOV\SK�VUS`�IL�V]LYJVTL�^OLU�[OL�OHYT�[V�[OL�WSHPU[PMM�PU�UV[�\U]LPSPUN�[OL�HUVU`TV\Z�ZWLHRLY�
far outweighs the harm done to the speaker by revealing her identity.”5 Richards similarly argued 
[OH[�H�OLPNO[LULK�Z[HUKHYK�¸WYV]PKLZ�H�IHSHUJL�VM�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�PU[LYLZ[Z�HUK�OLSWZ�[V�LUZ\YL�
fairness for parties and potential parties.”6 

In proposing a single standard or test, this article also examines imbalances created by, among 
V[OLY�[OPUNZ��0:7�PTT\UP[`�NYHU[LK�I`�������VM�[OL�*VTT\UPJH[PVU�+LJLUJ`�(J[��W\ISPJ�ÄN\YL�WYP-
vate citizen plaintiff distinctions, and the lack of uniformity among state-level anti-SLAPP statutes.7 

This article also argues against a takedown notice for online defamation similar to that legislated as 
part of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act8 and against criminalizing online defamation, which is 
seen as here as incompatible with the First Amendment and inconsistent with precedent over the 
WHZ[�ÄM[`�`LHYZ��;OPZ�HY[PJSL�HSZV�QVPUZ�ZL]LYHS�UL^Z�TLKPH�VYNHUPaH[PVUZ��PUJS\KPUN�[OL�9LWVY[LYZ�
Committee for Freedom of the Press, in calling for adoption of procedural safeguards to protect the 
identities of anonymous speakers online.9 

����0U�[OL�+LU]LY�JHZL�JP[LK�WYL]PV\ZS`��Z\WYH�UV[L�����H�THNPZ[YH[L�Q\KNL�¸HKTP[[LK�[V�UV[�ILPUN�H^HYL�VM�ºH�Z\IZ[HU[PHS�IVK`�VM�
law in other jurisdictions addressing First Amendment concerns and the issuance of John Doe subpoenas like those requested 
OLYL¹��Z\WYH�UV[L�����:PTPSHYS �̀�H�THNPZ[YH[L�Q\KNL�PU�7VSR�*V\U[ �̀�.H��YLÅL_P]LS`�NYHU[LK�Z\IWVLUHZ�PU�H�JHZL�PU�^OPJO�[OL�SVJHS�
sheriff sought to unmask critics on several discussion boards (See Melody Dareing, Topix CEO angry over Polk subpoenas seek-
ing IDs��;/,�*,+(9;6>5�:;(5+(9+�B5V]����������D��H]HPSHISL!�O[[W!��^^ �̂YVTLUL^Z�[YPI\UL�JVT�]PL^�M\SSFZ[VY`����������
HY[PJSL�;VWP_�*,6�HUNY`�V]LY�7VSR�Z\IWVLUHZ�ZLLRPUN�0+Z&"�]PZP[LK�+LJ������������

5   Jonathan D. Jones, Cybersmears and John Doe: How Far Should First Amendment Protection of Anonymous Internet Speak-
LYZ�,_[LUK&, 7 First Amend. L. Rev. 421, 442 (Spring 2009).

6  Robert D. Richards, Sex, Lies, and the Internet: Balancing First Amendment Interests, Reputational Harm, and Privacy in the 
Age of Blogs and Social Networking Sites, 8 First Amend. L. Rev. 176, 200-01 (Fall 2009).

7  Anti-SLAPP laws are an attempt to combat strategic lawsuits against public participation (SLAPP) lawsuits that seeks to si-
lence a critic through litigation or with the threat of litigation.

8  Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995, Pub. L. No. 104-39 (Nov. 1, 1995)

9  Media groups urge court to protect anonymous speech, REPORTERS COMMITTEE FOR FREEDOM OF THE PRESS, March 
27, 2009, http://www.rcfp.org/newsitems/index.php?i=10674, visited Nov. 5, 2010. For more on the DMCA take-down policy, see 
Batzel v. Smith, 333 F.3d, at 1031 n.19. (9th Cir. 2003).
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Importance of the question
;OL�X\LZ[PVU�L_HTPULK�OLYL�PZ�ZPNUPÄJHU[��L]LU�\YNLU[��0U�SPNO[�VM�HU�V]LYHSS�LYVZPVU�VM�JP]PSP[`�PU�
online spaces that allow anonymity, newspapers throughout the country are re-considering their 
VUSPUL�YLHKLY�JVTTLU[�WVSPJPLZ��^P[O�ZVTL�ÄUKPUN�[OLTZLS]LZ�PU�SLNHS�QLVWHYK`�ILJH\ZL�VM�[OVZL�
policies. As one newspaper editor put it, newspapers online are attempting to balance free speech 
^P[O� [OL� ¸WVPZVUV\Z¹� YLHSP[`� VM� ¸JY\LS�� YHNL�ÄSSLK�� YHJPZ[¹� JVTTLU[Z� ¸IYPTTPUN�^P[O�^VYKZ� `V\�
wouldn’t want your mother to hear you utter.”10 In another example of this devil’s bargain, the Salt 
Lake Tribune in Salt Lake City decided to allow readers to individually turn off comments, among 
V[OLY�JOHUNLZ�KLZPNULK�[V�¸[PNO[LU�\W�TVUP[VYPUN¹�VM�HSS�VUSPUL�JVTTLU[Z��;OL�JOHUNLZ�JHTL�PU�
6J[VILY������JHTL�PU�YLZWVUZL�[V�^OH[�[OL�UL^ZWHWLY»Z�W\ISPZOLY�JHSSLK�¸]PSL��JY\KL��PUZLUZP[P]L��
and vicious postings.”11�;OL�UL^ZWHWLY»Z�KLJPZPVU�JHTL�HM[LY�¸H�[OVYV\NO�YL]PL^�VM�VUSPUL�JVT-
ments” and a months-long investigation by a team of its editorial staff.12 Exactly a year prior, Natio-
nal Public Radio announced that due to wild growth in the number of its reader posts online, NPR 
would outsource comment moderator duties for NPR.org.13 Other news organizations are simply 
disallowing anonymity at all, utilizing sophisticated moderation systems, requiring real names, and 
PU�ZVTL�JHZLZ�L]LU�JVSSLJ[PUN�JYLKP[�JHYK�PUMVYTH[PVU�MVY�]LYPÄJH[PVU�14

10  Our online comments policy is changing, CHATTANOOGA TIMES-FREE PRESS, Jan. 1, 2012, A1. The newspaper explained 
JOHUNLZ�[V�P[Z�VUSPUL�JVTTLU[Z�WVSPJ`�[OH[�PUJS\KLK�[\YUPUN�VMM�JVTTLU[Z�VU�¸MHJ[�IHZLK�HY[PJSLZ��MLH[\YLZ�VY�I\ZPULZZ�Z[VYPLZ��
and accounts of sporting events.” 

11  Tim Fitzpatrick, Tighter monitoring for online comments, or no comments if you want��;/,�:(3;�3(2,�*0;@�;90)<5,��6J[��
31, 2011, available: http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/news/52806057-78/comments-tribune-commenting-com.html.csp. See also 
+HTVU�2PLZV �̂�7VY[SHUK�7YLZZ�/LYHSK�+YVWZ�9LHKLY�*VTTLU[Z�PU�9LZWVUZL�[V�º=PJPV\Z�7VZ[PUNZ��7V`U[LY6USPUL��6J[VILY�����
2010, available: http://www.poynter.org/column.asp?id=101&aid=192998, visited Nov. 1, 2010. The Portland Press suspended 
online comments for a few days after changing its moderation system, but it did not announce or otherwise make public what 
the changes were (see Damon Kiesow, Comments return to the Portland Press Herald, PoynterOnline, Oct. 21, 2010, available: 
http://www.poynter.org/column.asp?id=101&aid=193106, visited Nov. 11, 2010).

12  Tighter monitoring for online comments, or no comments if you want, The Salt Lake City Tribune, Oct. 31, 2011, available: 
http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/news/52806057-78/comments-tribune-commenting-com.html.csp.

13  Andy Carvin, Getting a Little Help With NPR Comments, National Public Radio, October 12, 2010, available: http://www.
npr.org/blogs/inside/2010/10/12/130513924/getting-a-little-help-with-npr-comments. The organization cited the overwhelming 
U\TILY�VM�WVZ[Z��¸��������WLVWSL�YLNPZ[LYLK�[V�WHY[PJPWH[L�PU�[OL�JVTT\UP[ �̀�^P[O�HZ�THU`�HZ�������JVTTLU[Z�WVZ[LK�VU�HU`�
given day.”

���;OL�.YHUK�0ZSHUK��5LI��� 0UKLWLUKLU[�OHS[LK�YLHKLY�JVTTLU[Z� PU���� ��IYPUNPUN�[OLT�IHJR�^P[O�H�¸YLHS�UHTL¹�WVSPJ`�HUK�
pre-publication approval (see Stephanie Romanski, The Triumphant Return of Commenting, StephanieRomanski.com, March 18, 
2010, available: http://www.stephanieromanski.com/2010/03/the-triumphant-return-of-commenting/). Romanski is the newspa-
per’s Web editor. In September 2010, KSL-TV Salt Lake City shut down its reader comment section (see Deseret Digital Media 
announces changes to comment boards at ksl.com, deseretnews.com, Sept. 17, 2010, available: http://www.deseretnews.com/
article/700065814/Deseret-Digital-Media-announces-changes-to-comment-boards-at-kslcom-deseretnewscom.html. The Maui 
5L^Z�YLTV]LK�YLHKLY�JVTTLU[Z�PU������ILJH\ZL�VM�¸JVU[PU\HS�UHTL�JHSSPUN��JY\KL�SHUN\HNL��WYVMHUP[ �̀�ZSHUKLY��[OYLH[Z�HUK�
racism” (see Dear Readers, The Maui News, Sept. 23, 2008, available: http://mauinews.com/page/content.detail/id/508831.html). 
The Las Vegas Sun routinely removes anonymous comments from its site after 72 hours (see Rob Curley, Sun changes story com-
menting policy to foster responsible dialogue, Las Vegas Sun, Sept. 21, 2010, available: http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/
sep/21/story-commenting-policy/). The Attleboro (Mass.) Sun Chronicle suspended comments for three months in 2010, reinstat-
LK�[OLT�PU�1\S`�I\[�ILNHU�YLX\PYPUN�YLHS�UHTLZ�HUK�JYLKP[�JHYK�]LYPÄJH[PVU��ZLL�;OL�:\U�*OYVUPJSL�YLZ[VYLZ�JVTTLU[PUN�ZLJ[PVU�
to website, The Sun Chronicle, July 14, 2010, available: http://www.thesunchronicle.com/articles/2010/07/04/news/7630031.
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The core constitutional protection for anonymous political speech is, therefore, being diluted, and 
from within the body politic.15 This threat poses a great risk to civic discourse, because the right 
to speak anonymously derives in part from the belief that a vibrant marketplace of ideas requires 
that some speakers be allowed to withhold their identities in order to protect themselves from re-
tribution, punishment, or worse.16 This right also originates in the motive to direct attention to the 
ideas being expressed rather than on the person or people expressing them.17 If all mankind were 
VM�[OL�ZHTL�VWPUPVU��¸TPU\Z�VUL�¹�1VOU�:[\HY[�4PSS�^YV[L��¸THURPUK�^V\SK�IL�UV�TVYL�Q\Z[PÄLK�PU�
ZPSLUJPUN�[OH[�VUL�WLYZVU��[OHU�OL��PM�OL�OHK�[OL�WV^LY��^V\SK�IL�Q\Z[PÄLK�PU�ZPSLUJPUN�THURPUK�¹18 
Justice John Paul Stevens supported this notion in his majority opinion in McIntyre v. Ohio Election 
Commission, declaring that anonymous speech allows the dissenting, the disenfranchised, and 
the disempowered to air their views while protecting them from retaliation and persecution.19 In the 
majority opinion for the primary precedent case for the McIntyre ruling, Talley v. California (1960), 
1\Z[PJL�/\NV�)SHJR�ZPTPSHYS`�^YV[L��¸HUVU`TP[`�OHZ�ZVTL[PTLZ�ILLU�HZZ\TLK�MVY�[OL�TVZ[�JVUZ-
[Y\J[P]L�W\YWVZLZ�¹�HUK�THYNPUHSPaLK�TPUVYP[`�NYV\WZ�OH]L�ILLU�HISL�[V�JYP[PJPaL�[OL�THQVYP[`�̧ LP[OLY�
anonymously or not at all.”20 The First Amendment is designed to protect speech that harms, after 
all, or it cannot have any real purpose at all.21

Stevens’s majority opinion in McIntyre also recognized the potential effect of anonymity on the 
credibility and value of the message, and the ability of reasonable people to evaluate that credibility 
for themselves. Stevens advised plaintiffs not to:

[_[���(UK�;OL�5L^�@VYR�;PTLZ� SH\UJOLK�H� ¸TVKLYH[PVU�KLZR¹� PU������ [V� YL]PL^� YLHKLY�JVTTLU[Z�ILMVYL�WVZ[PUN� �ZLL�*SHYR�
/V`[��*P]PS�+PZJV\YZL��4LL[� [OL� 0U[LYUL[��;OL�5L^�@VYR�;PTLZ��5V]�����������H]HPSHISL!�O[[W!��^^ �̂U`[PTLZ�JVT������������
opinion/04pubed.html). All URLs visited October 15, 2010.

����-VY�¸JVYL�JVUZ[P[\[PVUHS¹�WYV[LJ[PVUZ�MVY�HUVU`TV\Z�L_WYLZZPVU��ZLL�4J0U[`YL�]��6OPV�,SLJ[PVU�*VTTPZZPVU������<�:������
��  ��"�;HSSL`�]��*HSPMVYUPH������<�:������� ����

16  The idea of a robust marketplace of ideas comes from John Stuart Mill in On Liberty, in which he argued that where everyone 
can advance any theory, no matter its merits, truth is more likely to emerge and the community as a whole will be better off than 
if that theory were censored (in Ronald Dworkin, A Matter of Principle 386 [1985]). For Chief Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes’s 
PU[YVK\J[PVU�VM�[OL�UV[PVU�VM�H�¸THYRL[WSHJL�VM�PKLHZ�¹�ZLL�(IYHTZ�]��<UP[LK�:[H[LZ������<�:�������� � �"�HUK�2L`PZOPHU�]��)VHYK�
VM�9LNLU[Z������<�:���� ������������ �����(�KPZ[YPJ[�JV\Y[�PU�*HSPMVYUPH�YLJVNUPaLK�[OH[�¸[OL�MYLL�L_JOHUNL�VM�PKLHZ�VU�[OL�0U[LYUL[�
is driven in large part by the ability of Internet users to communicate anonymously” (Doe v. 2TheMart.com Inc., 140 F. Supp. 2d 
1093-94 (W.D. Wash 2001)).

���4J0U[`YL�]��6OPV�,SLJ[PVU�*VTTPZZPVU�����������������  ��"�;HSSL`�]��*HSPMVYUPH���������� ���"�>H[JO[V^LY�)PISL��;YHJ[�:VJP-
L[`�]��=PSSHNL�VM�:[YH[[VU������<�:���������������¶����������"�HUK�)\JRSL`�]��(TLYPJHU�*VUZ[P[\[PVUHS�3H^�-V\UKH[PVU��0UJ�������
U.S. 182, 199–200 (1999). 

���1VOU�:[\HY[�4PSS��6U�3PILY[`������ �����-:�*YVM[Z�¸*YVM[Z�*SHZZPJZ¹�LKP[PVU�

19 McIntyre v. Ohio Election Commission, 514 U.S. 341-43 (1995). Stevens also wrote (at 357) that anonymity provided a sort of  
¸ZOPLSK�MYVT�[OL�[`YHUU`�VM�[OL�THQVYP[ �̀¹�X\V[PUN�4PSS�PU�6U�3PILY[`�������

20  Talley v. California, 362 U.S. 64, 65 (1960).

21  See Nicholas Wolfson, Hate Speech, Sex Speech, Free Speech 58 (1997).
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underestimate the common man. People are intelligent enough to evaluate the source of an anonymous 
writing. They can see it is anonymous. They know it is anonymous. They can evaluate its anonymity along 
with its message, as long as they are permitted, as they must be, to read that message. And then, once 
they have done so, it is for them to decide what is responsible, what is valuable, and what is truth.22

(�5L^�@VYR�JV\Y[�ZLLTLK�[V�LJOV�:[L]LUZ»Z�ZLUZPIPSP[`�SHZ[�`LHY�PU�KLJSHYPUN�[OH[�JV\Y[Z�ULLK�[V�
JVUZPKLY�[OL�¸MYLL^OLLSPUN��HU`[OPUN�NVLZ¹�^YP[PUN�Z[`SL�[OH[�WYL]HPSZ�VUSPUL�^OLU�L]HS\H[PUN�0U[LY-
net communications for defamation and libel.23 The anonymity of the email that was cause for the 
HJ[PVU�PU�[OH[�5L^�@VYR�JV\Y[�¸THRLZ�P[�TVYL�SPRLS`�[OH[�H�YLHZVUHISL�YLHKLY�^V\SK�]PL^�P[Z�HZZLY-
tions with some skepticism and tend to treat its contents as opinion rather than as fact,” according 
to decision in the case.24

;OL�\YNLUJ`�[V�HKVW[�H�UH[PVUHS�Z[HUKHYK�PZ�ZPNUHSLK�I`�[OL�JVKPÄJH[PVU�I`�[OL�Z[H[L�VM�=PYNPUPH�VM�
H�¸NVVK�MHP[O¹�Z[HUKHYK�VY�JHSJ\S\Z�MVY�^LPNOPUN�[OL�JVUÅPJ[PUN�YPNO[Z�VM�H�ZWLHRLY�HNHPUZ[�[OVZL�VM�
HU�HSSLNLKS`�PUQ\YLK�WHY[`�ZLLRPUN�YLKYLZZ�[OYV\NO�[OL�JV\Y[Z��H�JVKPÄJH[PVU�[OH[�PZ�[OL�SH^�VM�[OL�
state.25 Virginia’s good faith test places a lower burden on plaintiffs relative to other standards and, 
therefore, possibly makes it too easy to force discovery of a speaker’s identity. It is argued here that 
a more rigorous standard with respect to forcing discovery is appropriate with respect to the First 
Amendment, and if applied consistently could eliminate or at least reduce the amount of variance 
in thresholds used throughout the country. Next door to Virginia, the District of Columbia Court of 
(WWLHSZ�HMÄYTLK�[OL�PTWVY[HUJL�VM�HUVU`TV\Z�ZWLLJO�I`�NP]PUN�P[�¸YVI\Z[�WYV[LJ[PVU¹�PU�Y\SPUN�
against the forced disclosure of an anonymous tipster.26 

The current state of affairs
Anonymity in expression is regulated by a multitude of federal and state constitutional provisions, 
state and federal statutes, and state and federal court decisions. Just how broad a right one has to 

22  McIntyre v. Ohio Election Commission, 514 U.S. 348, n. 11.

23  Emily Robertson, Context Important for Internet Libel Cases, Court Says, The Reporters Committee for a Free Press (May 23, 
�������H]HPSHISL!�O[[W!��^^ �̂YJMW�VYN�UL^ZP[LTZ�PUKL_�WOW&P$�������]PZP[LK�1\UL�����������0U�[OL�JHZL��[OL�5L^�@VYR�:\WYLTL�
*V\Y[�(WWLSSH[L�+P]PZPVU�OLSK�PU°Sandals Resorts v.°Google that Google did not have to release email account information for an 
account holder who widely distributed anonymous email messages criticizing Sandals, an operator of luxury Caribbean resorts.

24  Id.

25  Va. Code Ann. § 8.01-407.1(A)(1)(a). The Virginia General Assembly passed law that requires the subpoenaing party to show 
LP[OLY�[OH[�¸VUL�VY�TVYL�JVTT\UPJH[PVUZ�[OH[�HYL�VY�TH`�IL�[VY[PV\Z�VY�PSSLNHS�OH]L�ILLU�THKL�I`�[OL�HUVU`TV\Z�JVTT\UPJH[VY��
or that the party requesting the subpoena has a legitimate, good faith basis to contend that such party is the victim of conduct 
HJ[PVUHISL�PU�[OL�Q\YPZKPJ[PVU�^OLYL�[OL�Z\P[�^HZ�ÄSLK�¹

26  Haley Behre, D.C. court rules in favor of anonymous speech, The Reporters Committee for a Free Press, Jan. 18, 2012, avail-
able: http://www.rcfp.org/node/123987.
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be anonymous in online spaces in the United States is unclear and unstable, and this right is being 
negotiated in realms outside the law.27 Most courts faced with questions that involve a speaker’s 
claimed right to anonymity cite the majority opinion in McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Commission, an 
VWPUPVU�[OH[�PU[LYWYL[Z�PU[V�[OL�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�[OL�YPNO[�[V�HUVU`TV\Z�L_WYLZZPVU�I`�ÄUKPUN�[OL�
Z[H[L�VM�6OPV»Z�PU[LYLZ[Z�PU�¸WYL]LU[PUN�MYH\K\SLU[�HUK�SPILSV\Z�Z[H[LTLU[Z¹�HUK�PU�¸WYV]PKPUN�[OL�
LSLJ[VYH[L�̂ P[O�YLSL]HU[�PUMVYTH[PVU¹�PUZ\MÄJPLU[�[V�Q\Z[PM`�H�IHU�VU�HUVU`TV\Z�ZWLLJO�[OH[�̂ HZ�UV[�
narrowly tailored.28�:[L]LUZ�JP[LK�;HSSL`�]��*HSPMVYUPH�PU�HMÄYTPUN�[OH[�̧ HU�H\[OVY»Z�KLJPZPVU�[V�YLTHPU�
anonymous, like other decisions concerning omissions or additions to the content of a publication, 
is an aspect of the freedom of speech protected by the First Amendment.”29 While perhaps the 
most explicit of the Supreme Court cases on anonymous expression, this verbiage still leaves room 
for interpretation, and it can be seen to weaken somewhat the degree or level of First Amendment 
protection to which anonymous expression is entitled. Fortunately, lower courts have applied the 
precedent set in McIntyre to online expression by recognizing that speech on the Internet is entitled 
to full First Amendment protection, as the Supreme Court declared in Reno v. A.C.L.U. in 1997.30 
These courts have, therefore, generally sought to protect the identity of online speakers.31

This constitutional freedom protects even speech that is crass, offensive, insulting, or objectio-
UHISL"�PU�MHJ[��P[�WYV[LJ[Z�ZWLLJO�[OH[�PZ�LZWLJPHSS`�[OLZL�[OPUNZ��¸6UL�THU»Z�]\SNHYP[`�PZ�HUV[OLY»Z�
lyric,” wrote Justice John Marshall Harlan, in Cohen v. California.32 The Court has made clear that 

27  As examples, see two online services dedicated to helping individuals monitor their privacy and protect their reputations, Rep-
utation Defender, available http://www.reputationdefender.com/, and Reputation Hawk, available http://www.reputationhawk.
JVT���H�ZLY]PJL�[OH[�VMMLYZ�¸0U[LYUL[�9LW\[H[PVU�4HUHNLTLU[��)V[O�]PZP[LK�5V]������������

28 McIntyre, 514 U.S. 348, n. 5. 
 
� �4J0U[`YL�]��6OPV�,SLJ[PVU�*VTTPZZPVU������<�:����������"�;HSSL`�]��*HSPMVYUPH������<�:������� �����,TWOHZPZ�HKKLK��;OL�]LY-
IPHNL�¸HU�HZWLJ[¹�PZ�PU[YPN\PUN�PU�[OH[�P[�ZLLTPUNS`�PZ�SLZZ�[OHU�JH[LNVYPJHS��;OPZ�HTIPN\P[`�JVTIPULK�^P[O�KPZZLU[Z�MYVT�;OVTHZ�
HUK�:JHSPH��HUK�^P[O�[OL�VWLU�KVVY�MVY�Z[H[LZ�[V�ÄUK�¸H�JVTWLSSPUN�Z[H[L�PU[LYLZ[�¹�`PLSK�H�SHJR�VM�JSHYP[`�VU�[OL�IYLHK[O�VM�-PYZ[�
(TLUKTLU[�WYV[LJ[PVU�MVY�HUVU`TV\Z�L_WYLZZPVU��0U�>H[JO[V^LY�)PISL�HUK�;YHJ[�:VJPL[`�VM�5L^�@VYR��0UJ��]��=PSSHNL�VM�:[YH[-
[VU������<�:��������������[OL�*V\Y[�ZPTPSHYS`�MV\UK�[OL�L_WYLZZLK�Z[H[L�PU[LYLZ[�PU�¸WYV[LJ[PUN�[OL�WYP]HJ`�VM�[OL�YLZPKLU[�HUK�[OL�
prevention of crime” unconvincing. And in Tattered Cover, Inc. v. City of Thornton, 44 P. 3d 1044, 1047 (Colo. 2002), Colorado’s 
:\WYLTL�*V\Y[�\WOLSK�H�IVVRZ[VYL»Z�YLM\ZHS�[V�Z\YYLUKLY�J\Z[VTLY�W\YJOHZL�KH[H�L]LU�[OV\NO�[OL�IVVR�PU�X\LZ[PVU�^HZ�H�¸OV^�
[V¹�IVVR�VU�ZL[[PUN�\W�H�TL[OHTWOL[HTPUL�SHI��KLTVUZ[YH[PUN�¸[OL�L_[LU[�VM�Q\KPJPHS�ZVSPJP[\KL�MVY�[OL�YPNO[�[V�YLTHPU�HUVU`-
mous” (in A. Michael Froomkin, Anonymity and the Law in the United States, in Lessons from the Identity Trail: Anonymity, Privacy 
and Identity in a Networked Society 8 [2009]). 

���9LUV�]��(*3<������<�:�������������  ����^OPJO�Z[H[LZ�[OH[�¸-\SS�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�WYV[LJ[PVU�HWWSPLZ�[V�ZWLLJO�VU�[OL�0U[LYUL[�
���������������"�+VL�0�]��0UKP]PK\HSZ��(\[V(KTP[�JVT�������-��:\WW���K��� �����¶����+��*VUU�������"�+VL�5V����]��*HOPSS������(��
�K�����������+LS���������0U�+VL�]���[OL4HY[�JVT������-��:\WW���K��������� ���>�+��>HZO���������[OL�JV\Y[�Y\SLK�[OH[�[OL�¸YPNO[�[V�
speak anonymously extends to speech via the Internet. Internet anonymity facilitates the rich, diverse and far ranging exchange 
of ideas.”

����+LUKYP[L�0U[»S��0UJ��]��+VL�5V���������(��K�����������5�1��:\WLY��*[��(WW��+P]�������"�0TT\UVKLTPJZ��0UJ��]��+VL������(��K������
�����5�1��:\WLY��*[��(WW��+P]�������"�+VL�]���;OL4HY[�*VT��0UJ�������-��:\WW���K��������� ���>�+��>HZO�������"�(TLYPJH�6USPUL�
]��(UVU`TV\Z�7\ISPJS`�;YHKLK�*V�������:�,��K������H[�����=H�������"�+VL�]��*HOPSS������(��K�����������+LS��������

32 Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 24-5 (1971).
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[OYV\NO�[OL�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�[OL�<UP[LK�:[H[LZ�OHZ�H�¸WYVMV\UK�UH[PVUHS�JVTTP[TLU[�[V�[OL�WYPU-
ciple that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and wide open,” and that because 
that debate is sometimes messy, some false speech must be protected in order to ensure that 
uninhibited debate.33 In declaring that defamation can be eligible for First Amendment protection, 
[OL�*V\Y[�PU�5L^�@VYR�;PTLZ�]��:\SSP]HU�PU�� ���ULNH[LK�H�WYLTPZL�PU�*OHWSPUZR`�]��5L^�/HTWZOPYL�
decided twenty-two years prior, that because defamation was not deemed a valuable aspect of or 
contributor to public debate, it could not be seen as being included under the First Amendment.34

;OL�YPNO[�[V�HUVU`TV\Z�L_WYLZZPVU�PZ�UV[�\USPTP[LK��OV^L]LY��HUK�:[L]LUZ»Z�[LYTZ��¸HU�HZWLJ[�VM�
the freedom,” hints at this. In Buckley v. Valeo, the Supreme Court seems to say that if a govern-
ment regulation is narrowly tailored to advance a substantial state interest, political speech, inclu-
ding anonymous political speech, can be regulated.35 One such legitimate state interest is com-
pensating an individual for harm done to him or her by defamatory and false statements. As an old 
ZH`PUN�NVLZ��¸4`�YPNO[�[V�Z^PUN�T`�HYT�LUKZ�^OLYL�`V\Y�UVZL�ILNPUZ�¹36 This limit on anonymous 
L_WYLZZPVU�PZ�[OL�YPNO[�[V�YLW\[H[PVU��VY�PU�=HU�=LJO[LU�=LLKLY»Z�^VYKZ��[OH[�¸VUL»Z�NVVK�UHTL¹�
should be regarded and, therefore, protected by the law as any physical possession because that 
NVVK�UHTL�¸NP]LZ�[V�TH[LYPHS�WVZZLZZPVUZ�[OLPY�]HS\L�HZ�ZV\YJLZ�VM�OHWWPULZZ�¹37 John Adams 
HY[PJ\SH[LK�[OPZ�ZHTL�PKLH�^OLU�OL�ZHPK�[OH[�H�THU�^P[OV\[�¸H[[HJOTLU[�[V�YLW\[H[PVU��VY�OVUVY��PZ�
undone.”38�*OHYHJ[LY�PZ�̂ OH[�H�WLYZVU�PZ"�YLW\[H[PVU�PZ�̧ ^OH[�OL�ZLLTZ�[V�IL�¹�HUK�ILJH\ZL�P[�PZ�[OL�
YLZ\S[�VM�VIZLY]H[PVU�VM�JVUK\J[��P[�PZ�YLW\[H[PVU�¸HSVUL�[OH[�PZ�]\SULYHISL�¹�=LLKLY�^YV[L�39 

Defamation torts protect reputation, or attempt to, by awarding damages to plaintiffs who suc-
cessfully prove their claims – a crude justice at best, but one generally believed superior to dueling, 
the method antecedent to defamation tort law, one once regarded as a civilized and just way of 

���5L^�@VYR�;PTLZ�*V��]��:\SSP]HU������<�:��������������� ���"�.LY[a�]��9VILY[�>LSJO��0UJ�������<�:��������������� ����

34 Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 572 (1942).

35 Buckley v Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 143 (1976).

36 Quoted in Debra Cassens Weiss, Satirical Law School Blog Leads to Harassment Probe Against Syracuse 2L, ABA Journal, 
6J[VILY� ���� ������ (]HPSHISL!� O[[W!��^^ �̂HIHQV\YUHS�JVT�UL^Z�HY[PJSL�ZH[PYPJHSFSH^FZJOVVSFISVNFSLHKZF[VFOHYHZZTLU[FWYVILF
HNHPUZ[FZ`YHJ\ZLF�S��;OL�HY[PJSL�KL[HPSZ�HU�PU]LZ[PNH[PVU�H[�:`YHJ\ZL�<UP]LYZP[`»Z�SH^�ZJOVVS�PU[V�KLMHTH[VY`�ISVN�WVZ[Z�W\ISPZOLK�
to the pseudonymous Sucolitis blog. 

37 Van Vechten Veeder, The History and Theory of the Law of Defamation, 4 Colum. L. Rev. 33 (1904).

���8\V[LK�PU�1VHUUL�)��-YLLTHU��:SHUKLY��7VPZVU��>OPZWLYZ��HUK�-HTL!�1LMMLYZVU»Z�º(UUHZ»�HUK�7VSP[PJHS�.VZZPW�PU�[OL�,HYS`�
Republic, 15 J. of the Early Rep. 25, 31 (1995).

39 Veeder, supra note 37.
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resolving disputes and restoring honor.40 Until the late 1700s, in fact, dueling was viewed as nobler 
than seeking redress in the courts. U.S. tort law simply substitutes money for blood, which, per-
haps from a critical perspective outside the realm of law, would seem awkward and even odd.41 
However, recompense in money could be seen as progress over the punishment for defamation 
commonly exacted in the Middle Ages, which was to cut out the offender’s tongue.42

Learning from the past
*LY[HPUS`�¸UL^¹�VY�KPNP[HS�TLKPH�OH]L�WVZLK�KPMÄJ\S[�X\LZ[PVUZ�MVY�[OL�SH �̂�,HJO�UL^�TLKP\T�PZ�
invariably compared and analogized with the media that precede it, and this proved true with the 
Internet and its related technologies, media, and medium formats. With the telegraph, television, 
HUK�YHKPV��[OL�JV\Y[Z�OHK�NYLH[�KPMÄJ\S[`�YL[YV�Ä[[PUN�LHJO�PU[V�[OL�[YHKP[PVUHS�KLMHTH[PVU�MYHTL^VYR�
because these media’s underlying technologies of these media were not yet fully understood. 
Court decisions became more consistent when the law’s focus turned to the impact of the speech 
and away from the technical capacities of the medium through or by which that speech had been 
expressed.43�+LMHTH[VY`�ZWLLJO�ZOV\SK�UV[�IL�WYV[LJ[LK� PU�ZVTL� PUZ[HUJLZ� ¸Q\Z[�ILJH\ZL� [OL�
defamer disseminated the message through one medium, but then not protected when the same 
speech is transmitted through a different medium,” Melissa Troiano argued.44 The medium through 
which the defamatory content is published should have little or nothing to do with the court’s deter-
mination, and in proposing a national standard for compelled disclosure in anonymous defamation 
JHZLZ�PU]VS]PUN�VUSPUL�L_WYLZZPVU��P[� PZ�OVWLK�JVUZPZ[LUJ`�^PSS�YLZ\S[�PU�[OL�V[OLY^PZL�¸MY\Z[YH[LK�
[HUNSL¹�VM�SPILS�SH �̂�VY�ZVTL�N\PKHUJL�PU�HUK�[OYV\NO�¸[OL�SHI`YPU[O�MVY�[OVZL�ZLLRPUN�[V�JSLHY�[OLPY�
names.”45

���:LL�1LUUPL�*��4LHKL��;OL�+\LS��.>�THNHaPUL��-HSS��������(]HPSHISL!��O[[W!��^^ �̂N^\�LK\�eTHNHaPUL�HYJOP]L�����FSH^FMHSS�
KVJZ�MLH[FK\LS�O[TS��]PZP[LK�6J[���������"�)HYIHYH�/VSSHUK��.LU[SLTLU»Z�)SVVK!�(�/PZ[VY`�VM�+\LSPUN� �5L^�@VYR!�)SVVTZI\Y �̀�
�����"�*`U[OPH�(��2PLYULY��:JHUKHS�H[�)PaHYYYL!�9\TVY�HUK�9LW\[H[PVU� PU�1LMMLYZVU»Z�(TLYPJH� �5L^�@VYR!�7HSNYH]L�4HJTPSSHU��
�������PU�^OPJO�[OL�JV\Y[Z�PU��� ��^LYL�ZLLU�HZ�H�MVY\T�PU�^OPJO�¸=PYNPUPHUZ�JV\SK�KLMLUK�[OLPY�TVZ[�JOLYPZOLK�HZZL[Z�¶�[OLPY�
property and their reputation . . . a rational alternative to the physical confrontations that nonetheless remained common in most 
=PYNPUPH�JVTT\UP[PLZ¹�����"�(SSPZVU�3��3H*YVP_��;V�.HPU�[OL�>OVSL�>VYSK�HUK�3VZL�/PZ�6^U�:V\S�����/VMZ[YH�3��9L]��������"�*��(��
/HY^LSS�>LSSZ��HY[PJSL��;OL�,UK�VM�[OL�(MMHPY&�(U[P�+\LSPUN�3H^Z�HUK�:VJPHS�5VYTZ�PU�(U[LILSS\T�(TLYPJH�����=HUK��3��9L]��������"�
and David S. Parker, Law, Honor, and Impunity in Spanish America: The Debate Over Dueling, 1870-1920, 19 Law & Hist. Rev. 
(2001). According to Meade, Andrew Jackson perhaps engaged in more than a hundred duels before becoming president, killing 
at least one man.

���6KK�HUK�HSZV�\UWYLKPJ[HISL��^P[O�[VY[�SH^�[OH[�PZ�¸ÄSSLK�^P[O�[LJOUPJHSP[PLZ�HUK�[YHWZ�MVY�[OL�\U^HY`¹��+H]PK�9PLZTHU��+LTVJ-
racy and Defamation: Fair Game and Fair Comment II, 42 Colum. L. Rev. 1282, 1285 [1942]. See also Rodney A. Smolla, Dun & 
Bradstreet, Hepps, and Liberty Lobby: A New Analytic Primer on the Future Course of Defamation, 75 Geo. L.J. 1519, 1525–45 
(1987), in which the author outlines the constitutional requirements for different types of plaintiffs, defendants, and speech. In 
HKKP[PVU��ZVTL�Z[H[LZ�OH]L�JVKPÄLK�SPILS�SH^�HUK�OH]L�HKKLK�O\YKSLZ�PU�[OLPY�JVUZ[P[\[PVUZ�

42 Rodney A. Smolla, The Law of Defamation § 1:2, at 1-4 (2010).

43 Laurence H. Eldredge, The Law of Defamation §13, at 81 (1978).

44 Melissa A. Troiano, The New Journalism? Why Traditional Defamation Laws Should Apply to Internet Blogs, 55 Amer. U. L. 
Rev. 1465 2006).

45 Laurence H. Tribe, American Constitutional Law 865 (1988).
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(UVU`TV\Z�L_WYLZZPVU��PUJS\KPUN�[OH[�HWWLHYPUN�PU�¸BHDUVU`TV\Z�WHTWOSL[Z��SLHÅL[Z��IYVJO\YLZ�
HUK�L]LU�IVVRZ�¹�OHZ�SVUN�WSH`LK�¸HU�PTWVY[HU[�YVSL�PU�[OL�WYVNYLZZ�VM�THURPUK�¹�PU�[OL�^VYKZ�VM�
the Supreme Court in Talley v. California, a tradition that parties seeking disclosure must overcome. 
The high court recognized this tradition again in 1995: 

Under our Constitution, anonymous pamphleteering is not a pernicious, fraudulent practice, but an hono-
rable tradition of advocacy and of dissent. Anonymity is a shield from the tyranny of the majority. It thus 
L_LTWSPÄLZ�[OL�W\YWVZL�ILOPUK�[OL�)PSS�VM�9PNO[Z��HUK�VM�[OL�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�PU�WHY[PJ\SHY!�[V�WYV[LJ[�
unpopular individuals from retaliation – and their ideas from suppression – at the hand of an intolerant 
society. The right to remain anonymous may be abused when it shields fraudulent conduct. But political 
speech by its nature will sometimes have unpalatable consequences, and, in general, our society accords 
greater weight to the value of free speech than to the dangers of its misuse.46

)L[^LLU���� �HUK���� ��ZP_�WYLZPKLU[Z��ÄM[LLU�JHIPUL[�TLTILYZ��[^LU[`�ZLUH[VYZ��HUK�[OPY[`�MV\Y�
congressmen published anonymous political writings and/or used pen names, including James 
Madison, Alexander Hamilton, and John Jay, who each famously published the Federalist Papers 
under the name Publius.47�;OVTHZ�7HPUL�ÄYZ[�W\ISPZOLK�*VTTVU�:LUZL�\UKLY�[OL�WZL\KVU`T��
¸HU�,UNSPZOTHU�¹�̂ OPSL�1VOU�(KHTZ�JOVZL�[OL�\USPRLS`�HSPHZ�VM�/\TWOYL`�7SV\NOQVNNLY�̂ P[O�̂ OPJO�
[V�^YP[L� ¸L]LY`THU¹�JVS\TUZ� MVY� [OL�)VZ[VU�,]LUPUN�7VZ[�48 A lion of pseudonymity, Benjamin 
Franklin is believed to have used more than forty different names or bylines other than his own 
during his long and illustrious publishing life.49 

A long and misunderstood tradition of anonymously and pseudonymously written novels is part 
of this tradition, as well. Anonymous authorship was an almost global practice.50 Mark Twain, O. 
Henry, Voltaire, George Eliot, and George Sand all are pseudonyms. Jane Austen and Daniel Defoe 
frequently published anonymously, albeit for different reasons, while Charles Lutwidge Dodgson 

46 McIntyre v. Ohio Election Commission, 514 U.S. 334, 357 (1995).

���¸7\ISP\Z¹�^HZ�H�[YPI\[L�[V�HU�HUJPLU[�Y\SLY�VM�9VTL��7\ISP\Z�=HSLYP\Z�7\ISPJVSH��HUK�YV\NOS`�[YHUZSH[LK�TLHUZ�¸MYPLUK�VM�[OL�
people.” Albert Furtwangler, The Authority of Publius: A Reading of the Federalist Papers 51 (1984). Madison also anonymously 
wrote 18 articles for Philip Freneau’s National Gazette, articles that comprehensively criticized George Washington’s administra-
tion (Eric Burns, Infamous Scribblers 281 [2006]).

48 Burns, 353.

49 Robert Ellis Smith, Ben Franklin’s Web Site: Privacy and Curiosity from Plymouth Rock to the Internet 41-43 (2000).

���(Z�VUL�ZJOVSHY�VM�,UNSPZO�SP[LYH[\YL�L_WSHPULK��[OL�TV[P]H[PVUZ�MVY�W\ISPZOPUN�HUVU`TV\ZS`�PUJS\KLK�¸HYPZ[VJYH[PJ�VY�NLUKLYLK�
reticence, religious self-effacement, anxiety over public exposure, fear of prosecution, hope of an unprejudiced reception, and the 
KLZPYL�[V�KLJLP]L¹��9VILY[�1��.YPMÄU��0U[YVK\J[PVU��;OL�-HJLZ�VM�(UVU`TP[`!�(UVU`TV\Z�HUK�7ZL\KVU`TV\Z�7\ISPJH[PVUZ�MYVT�[OL�
Sixteenth to the Nineteenth Century 7 [2010]. Often the author, with no copyright or claim to the fate of the writing, simply had no 
ZH`�PU�[OL�TH[[LY"�W\ISPZOLYZ�KLJPKLK�^OH[�^LU[�VU�[OLPY�IVVRZ»�[P[SL�WHNLZ��.YPMÄU»Z�^VYR�ZOV^Z�[OH[�HUVU`TP[`�^HZ�MVY�ZL]LYHS�
centuries a dominant form, even the norm, of print culture, not an aberrant or eccentric way to write and to publish.
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thought he could sell more books under the pen name Lewis Carroll.51 One scholar estimated that 
more than 80 percent of all novels published in England during the period 1750-1790 were publis-
hed either anonymously or pseudonymously, though this percentage dropped to 62 percent during 
the 1790s, the number rose again to almost 80 percent by the 1820s.52 Elsewhere in Europe, many 
TLTILYZ�VM�[OL�0[HSPHU�HUK�.LYTHU�HJHKLTPLZ�VM�[OL�LHYS`�����Z�HKVW[LK�¸MHUJPM\S�UHTLZ¹�VU�H�
whim, much in the same way as they would don costumes for the many masquerade balls of the 
period.53 Other authors writing about religion, politics, or theology during this time routinely sought 
refuge in anonymity, while two hundred years later, writers and artists in Paris agreed to publish 
HUVU`TV\ZS`�PU�VYKLY�[V�LTWOHZPaL�¸[OL�HY[�HZ�HU�PKLHS�BHUKD�UV[�[OL�LNV�¹54

Anonymous writing also has a storied history in journalism, and throughout the world. Anonymous 
letters to the editor were common in local newspapers in early America in the late 1700s and regu-
SHYS`�HWWLHYLK�PU�UL^ZWHWLYZ�^LSS�PU[V�[OL���[O�JLU[\Y �̀�;OL�5L^�@VYR�;PTLZ�W\ISPZOLK�\UZPNULK�
letters into the 1930s, and the Chicago Tribune and Los Angeles Times ran them as late as the 
1960s.55 The Economist magazine continues to eschew bylines to avoid journalists’ egos from in-
terfering with the telling of the story.56 This tradition continues in digital media, where, according to 
one survey in 2006, 55 percent of bloggers used pseudonyms.57 Bibliographies of pseudonymous 
journalism have been published for Italy (Guida Della Stampa Periodica Italiana), the Philippines 
(El Periodismo Filipino), Sweden (Sveriges Periodiska Litterature), the Netherlands (Register op de 
Jaargangen 1-50 van de Nieuwe Gids), Austria (Die Hebraische Publizistik in Wien), France, and the 
United States, among other nations and people groups.58 

It is the tradition of these noble, long-standing practices of anonymous and pseudonymous jour-
UHSPZT��SP[LYH[\YL��HUK�WVSP[PJHS�^YP[PUN�[OH[�WSHPU[PMMZ�JHU�ÄUK�KPMÄJ\S[�[V�V]LYJVTL�PU�H[[LTW[PUN�[V�
MVYJL�KPZJSVZ\YL�VM�HU�HUVU`TV\Z�WVZ[LY�VUSPUL��(Z�=PJ[VYPH�:TP[O�,RZ[YHUK�^YV[L��¸[OL�[HSLZ�VM�[OL�
Founding Fathers and The Federalist Papers serve as a compelling narrative against which plain-
tiffs must wage a major uphill battle in any anonymous speech case. Such compelling historical 
51  Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland & Through the Looking Glass, in an introduction by Keith Carabine 12 (1993)
.  
���.YPMÄU�����X\V[PUN�1HTLZ�9H]LU�
 
53 Archer Taylor and Fredric J. Josher, The Bibliographical History of Anonyma and Pseudonyma 82 (1951). 

54 Henry Hazlitt, The Cult of Anonymity, The Nation 36, October 1, 1930, 351.

���)PSS�9LHKLY��(U�,[OPJHS�º)SPUK�:WV[»!�7YVISLTZ�VM�(UVU`TV\Z�3L[[LYZ�[V�[OL�,KP[VY�����1��VM�4HZZ�4LKPH�,[OPJZ��������������

56 Kevin Roderick, Why the Economist Has No Bylines, LA Observed (July 13, 2003), http://www.laobserved.com/archive/2003/07/
^O`F[OLFLJVUVTP�WOW�

57 Amanda Lenhart & Susannah Fox, Bloggers: A Pursuit of the Internet’s New Storytellers, Pew Internet Life & Project, July 19, 
2006, http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Reports/2006/PIP%20Bloggers%20Report%20July%2019%202006.pdf.pdf.

58 For more, see Taylor and Josher, supra note 53, at 172-174.
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UHYYH[P]LZ�^PSS�JVU[PU\L�[V�IL�L_[YHVYKPUHYPS`�KPMÄJ\S[�MVY�JV\Y[Z�PU�HUVU`TV\Z�VUSPUL�ZWLLJO�JHZLZ�
to ignore. After all, none of us is here without Publius.”59

;OPZ�OHSSV^LK�WSHJL� PU�(TLYPJHU�KLTVJYHJ`�HUK�[OL�THU`�ILULÄ[Z�VM�HUVU`TP[`� PU�L_WYLZZPVU�
add up to great freedom to speak.60 Anonymous speakers can be unorthodox, eccentric, and ex-
perimental without risking damage to one’s reputation. The absence of an author’s name or byline 
can be important in the pure presentation of ideas, because anonymity removes reader biases or 
prejudices associated with any particular author, and because readers cannot rely on authorship 
cues, such as status markers or reputation, in interpreting and interacting with the message. Writing 
HUVU`TV\ZS`�JHU�LSPTPUH[L�VY�H[�SLHZ[�YLK\JL�[OL�MLHY�VM�YL[YPI\[PVU��Z\JO�HZ�ILPUN�ÄYLK�MYVT�VUL»Z�
job or social ostracism, a protection counted upon by many government and corporate whistle-
blowers.61 Not knowing the name behind a work can even add to that writing’s appeal or attraction, 
which is a function of what communication scholars attempt to explain with Uncertainty Reduction 
Theory.62�1VL�2SLPU��[V�¸UHTL¹�H�WYVTPULU[�L_HTWSL��ILJHTL�H�T\S[P�TPSSPVUHPYL�PU�WHY[�ILJH\ZL�OL�
wrote the political exposé Primary Colors anonymously in 1996. The fact-based novel’s mysterious 
origins inspired readers to try to ferret out just who inside the Washington, D.C. beltway could have 
authored it.63 

Internet speech: Public or private?
A challenge presented by much anonymous expression online is that it can be seen as having the 
qualities of both libel and slander, of both mass (or public) communication and interpersonal (or 

59 Victoria Smith Ekstrand, Whither Anon? Of McIntyre, Mormons, Manifestness, and the Motivations for Speaking Anonymously 
Online, paper presented to the annual convention of the Association of Educators in Journalism and Mass Communication, St. 
Louis, Mo. (August 2011), 42.

���-VY�HU�L_JLSSLU[�SPZ[�VM�¸YH[PVUHSLZ�MVY�HUVU`TP[ �̀¹�^OPJO�PUJS\KLZ�H�JH[HSVNPUN�VM�THU`�VM�[OL�ILULÄ[Z�VM�HUVU`TP[`�PU�L_WYLZ-
ZPVU��ZLL�.HY`�;��4HY_��>OH[»Z�PU�H�5HTL&�:VTL�9LÅLJ[PVUZ�VU�[OL�:VJPVSVN`�VM�(UVU`TP[ �̀����;OL�0UMVYTH[PVU�:VJPL[`�  �����
��   ���;OPZ�JH[HSVNPUN�PUJS\KLZ�ILULÄ[Z�HUK�\[PSP[PLZ�Z\JO�HZ!�MHJPSP[H[PUN�[OL�ÅV^�VM�PUMVYTH[PVU"�VI[HPUPUN�WLYZVUHS�PUMVYTH[PVU�
MVY�YLZLHYJO"�LUJV\YHNPUN�H[[LU[PVU�[V�[OL�JVU[LU[�VM�[OL�TLZZHNL"�LUJV\YHNPUN�YLWVY[PUN�� PUMVYTH[PVU�ZLLRPUN��HUK�ZLSM�OLSW"�
VI[HPUPUN�H�YLZV\YJL�VY�LUJV\YHNPUN�HJ[PVU�PU]VS]PUN�PSSLNHSP[`"�WYV[LJ[PUN�KVUVYZ�VY�[OVZL�[HRPUN�JVU[YV]LYZPHS�I\[�ZVJPHSS`�\ZLM\S�
HJ[PVU"�WYV[LJ[PUN�Z[YH[LNPJ�LJVUVTPJ�PU[LYLZ[Z"�WYV[LJ[PUN�VUL»Z�[PTL��ZWHJL��HUK�WLYZVU"�HPKPUN�Q\KNTLU[Z�IHZLK�VU�ZWLJPÄLK�
JYP[LYPH"�WYV[LJ[PUN�YLW\[H[PVU�HUK�HZZL[Z"�H]VPKPUN�WLYZLJ\[PVU"�LUOHUJPUN�YP[\HSZ��NHTLZ��WSH �̀�HUK�JLSLIYH[PVUZ"�LUJV\YHNPUN�
L_WLYPTLU[H[PVU�HUK�YPZR�[HRPUN"�HUK�WYV[LJ[PUN�WLYZVUOVVK��������4HY_�HSZV�PKLU[PÄLZ�[OL�YH[PVUHSLZ�MVY�PKLU[PÄHIPSP[ �̀�^OPJO�HYL�
HJJV\U[HIPSP[`"�YLW\[H[PVU"�K\LZ�WH`PUN�HUK�Q\Z[�KLZLY[Z"�VYNHUPaH[PVUHS�HWWL[P[LZ!�I\YLH\JYH[PJ�LSPNPIPSP[`"�PU[LYHJ[PVU�TLKPH[LK�I`�
ZWHJL�HUK�[PTL"�SVUNP[\KPUHS�YLZLHYJO"�OLHS[O�HUK�JVUZ\TLY�WYV[LJ[PVU"�J\YYLUJ`�VM�MYPLUKZOPW�HUK�PU[PTHJ`"�ZVJPHS�VYPLU[H[PVU�[V�
Z[YHUNLYZ"�HUK�YLJPWYVJP[`�������

61 For the necessity of anonymity in whistleblower cases, see Kevin Sack, Jury Quickly Acquits Nurse Who Anonymously Report-
LK�+VJ[VY�[V�)VHYK��5L^�@VYR�;PTLZ��-LI������������(����(�U\YZL�PU�>LZ[�;L_HZ�̂ HZ�JOHYNLK�̂ P[O�̧ TPZ\ZL�VM�VMÄJPHS�PUMVYTH[PVU�¹�
a felony, after alerting the state medical board that a doctor at her hospital was practicing unsafe medicine. 

62 URT is rooted in the fundamental assumption that uncertainty can be unpleasant, explaining why individuals may seek to 
reduce it. For more, see Stephen A. Rains and Craig R. Scott, To Identify or Not to Identify: A Theoretical Model of Receiver Re-
sponses to Anonymous Communication, 17 Communication Theory 65 (2007).

63 Gaby Wood, Interview: True Colours, The Guardian Newspaper (August 6, 2006), http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2006/
aug/06/usa.shopping. 
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private) communication. Much of online expression, particularly communication in and through 
VUSPUL�ZVJPHS�TLKPH��JHU�IL�KLZJYPILK�HZ�ILPUN�ÅLL[PUN�VY�L]HULZJLU[��HZ�PM�P[�^LYL�ZWVRLU�PU�JVU-
]LYZH[PVU��H�KLZJYPW[PVU�[OH[�Ä[Z�T\JO�VM�^OH[�[HRLZ�WSHJL�PU�VY�VU�-HJLIVVR��4`:WHJL��HUK�V[OLY�
online social networks. In practice, much of online expression does the work of interpersonal com-
munication, and it has been extensively studied just this way by several disciplines. The medium or 
media through which it is expressed, however, is or are global and immediate, creating a permanent 
VY�H[� SLHZ[�TVYL�[OHU�ÅLL[PUN�VY�L]HULZJLU[�YLJVYK�VM�[OH[�V[OLY^PZL�LWOLTLYHS�JVTT\UPJH[PVU�
HSVUN�[OL�^H �̀�(Z�VUL�H\[OVY�W\[�P[��¸VUL�^OV�MHSSZ�]PJ[PT�[V�HUVU`TV\Z�ISVNNPUN�OHZ�SP[[SL�HIPSP[`�[V�
completely destroy the statements.”64

;V�THRL�JVUJYL[L�[OL�KPMÄJ\S[PLZ�PU�THRPUN�[OPZ�HSS�PTWVY[HU[�KPZ[PUJ[PVU�IL[^LLU�W\ISPJ�HUK�WYP]H-
te expression, it might be helpful to think about the kinds of expression that appear in online chat 
forums, online discussion boards, e-mail, and online gaming environments, many of which have 
explicitly social dimensions. Each of these can be regarded – and have been treated across dis-
ciplines of academic study – as interpersonal communications contexts.65�@L[�HSS�VM�[OLT�\[PSPaL�VY�
otherwise depend on the Internet’s web, which is treated by most disciplines as a mass medium 
or collection of mass media technologies, albeit a more interactive set of media than any previous 
mass medium.66 This hybrid nature of much anonymous expression online presents unprecedented 
problems for the law. Historically, audiences for mass media have been regularly exposed to anon-
ymous communication.67 In more interpersonal contexts, source anonymity has traditionally been 
much less normative.68 In short, we have less experience with anonymity in social contexts, but 

64 S. Elizabeth Malloy, Bloggership: How blogs are transforming legal scholarship: Anonymous bloggers and defamation: Balanc-
ing interests on the Internet, 84 Wash. U. L. Rev. 1187 (2006).

65 For examples of the various disciplinary approaches, see T. Postmes and M. Lea, Social Processes and Group Decision Mak-
PUN!�(UVU`TP[`�PU�.YV\W�+LJPZPVU�:\WWVY[�:`Z[LTZ�����,YNVUVTPJZ�����������������"�4��4��4VZ[`U��;OL�5LLK�MVY�9LN\SH[PUN�
(UVU`TV\Z�9LTHPSLYZ�����0U[LYUH[PVUHS�9L]PL^�VM�3H �̂�*VTW\[LYZ���;LJOUVSVN`�� ����������"�(��5��1VPUZVU��:LSM�KPZJSVZ\YL�PU�
Computer-Mediated Communication: The Role of Self- awareness and Visual Anonymity, 31 European Journal of Social Psychol-
VN`������ ��������"�>��/��+\[[VU��;OL�:VJPHS�0TWHJ[�VM�,TLYNPUN�;LSLWOVUL�:LY]PJLZ�����;LSLJVTT\UPJH[PVUZ�7VSPJ`���������
��  ��"�+��(U[VUPVUP��+LZPNUPUN�HU�,MMLJ[P]L�����KLNYLL�(WWYHPZHS�-LLKIHJR�7YVJLZZ�����6YNHUPaH[PVUHS�+`UHTPJZ���������  ��"�
D. Myers, Anonymity is Part of the Magic: Individual Manipulation of Computer-Mediated Contexts, 10 Qualitative Sociology, 251-
������ ���"�9��(��9VMMTHU��1��7PJJPHUV��3��>PJRPaLY��4��)VSHU�HUK�9��9`HU��(UVU`TV\Z�,UYVSSTLU[�PU�(0+:�7YL]LU[PVU�;LSLWOVUL�
Group Counseling: Facilitating the Participation of Gay and Bisexual Men in Intervention and Research,  23 Journal of Social 
:LY]PJL�9LZLHYJO��������  ��"�HUK�1\SPH�;��>VVK��0U[LYWLYZVUHS�*VTT\UPJH[PVU!�,]LY`KH`�,UJV\U[LYZ���������PU�^OPJO�[OL�H\[OVY�
Z[H[LZ�[OL�ILJH\ZL�¸THU`�Z[\KLU[Z�[VKH`�MVYT�HUK�JVUK\J[�YLSH[PVUZOPWZ�H[�SLHZ[�WHY[PHSS`�VUSPUL��[OPZ�LKP[PVU�VM�0U[LYWLYZVUHS�
Communication: Everyday Encounters integrates research on online communication” (xi).

���(NHPU��HZ�TLYLS`�VUL�L_HTWSL�VM�O\UKYLKZ�VM�HY[PJSLZ�[OH[�ZPTPSHYS`�[YLH[�VY�KLÄUL�[OL�̂ LI�HUK�L]LU�[OL�LU[PYL�0U[LYUL[��VM�̂ OPJO�
the web is just one application, see Merrill Morris and Christine Ogan, The Internet as Mass Medium, 46 Journal of Communica-
tion 1, 39-50 (1996).

67 See K. T. Wulfemeyer, How and Why Anonymous Attribution is Used by Time and Newsweek, 62 Journalism Quarterly 81-86 
�� ���"�HUK�2��;��>\SMLTL`LY�HUK�3��3��4J-HKKLU��(UVU`TV\Z�([[YPI\[PVU�PU�5L[^VYR�5L^Z�����1V\Y��8\HY[������������ ����

68 Stephen A. Rains and Craig R. Scott, To Identify or Not to Identify: A Theoretical Model of Receiver Responses to Anonymous 
Communication, 17 Comm. Theory 77 (2007).
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with the explosive popularity of online social media such as Facebook and Twitter, we are rapidly 
getting a great deal more.69

;OPZ�ISLUKPUN�VM�[OL�X\HSP[PLZ�[OH[�OPZ[VYPJHSS`�OH]L�KLÄULK�W\ISPJ�HUK�WYP]H[L�L_WYLZZPVU�ZLY]LZ�[V�
form a sort of fractal in tort law, or a sort of hyperbolic geometric folding in on itself, to borrow a 
description from rubbersheet geometry.70 What the law does with anonymous speech online, the-
refore, is important if for no other reason than the implications for allowing or limiting the state in 
regulating private discourse and conversation, categories or kinds of expression that are essential 
to the democratic process. People form attitudes toward the issues important to them in largely 
private or interpersonal conversation, even gossip. Allowing the state to regulate and, therefore, 
JLUZVY�WYP]H[L�ZWLLJO��L]LU�\UKLY�[OL�N\PZL�VM�JOPSSPUN�[OL�PUÅPJ[PVU�VM�LTV[PVUHS�OHYT��JV\SK�YLK\-
JL�ZWLLJO�¸[V�PYYLSL]HUJL�HUK�ISHUKULZZ�¹71 

0[�PZ�HY[PÄJPHS�[V�ZLWHYH[L�W\ISPJ�MYVT�WYP]H[L��THZZ�MYVT�PU[LYWLYZVUHS��HUK�TVYL�[OHU�[OH[��P[�PU]P-
tes momentous intrusions by the state. If private, social conversation online puts people at risk, 
which in defamation law it does, little more than the relative litigation-averseness of and expense to 
would-be plaintiffs could be all that protects many speakers. This blended nature of online discour-
se presents all sorts of problems for the courts, not least of which is how to distinguish between 
publication of something of public interest or concern and the public disclosure of otherwise private 
facts, which tort law deals with as an invasion of privacy (intrusion upon seclusion).72 Historically, for 
one’s message to travel beyond its physical hearers, that message’s speaker had to publish via a 
one-to-many, or mass, medium. As Lauren Gelman reasoned, the Internet changed this in enabling 
any speaker to communicate anything to the world, and to do so anonymously.73 In a sense, this 
removed to some extent the evaluation of what is newsworthy from traditional media gatekeepers 

� �3H\YLU�.LSTHU�HU[PJPWH[LZ�[OPZ�PU�OLY�HY[PJSL��7YP]HJ �̀�-YLL�:WLLJO��HUK�º)S\YY`�LKNLK�:VJPHS�5L[^VYRZ�����)�*��3��9L]����������
���� ���;OLZL�¸IS\YY`�LKNLZ¹�YHPZL�[OL�X\LZ[PVU�HIV\[�^O`�WLVWSL�W\ISPZO�[V�[OL�^OVSL�^VYSK�]PH�[OL�0U[LYUL[�^OLU�^OH[�[OL`�WVZ[�
often is intended only for a few, a question beyond the scope of this article. See also A. G. Sulzberger, In Small Towns, Gossip 
4V]LZ�;V�[OL�>LI��HUK�;\YUZ�=PJPV\Z��5L^�@VYR�;PTLZ��(���:LW[LTILY�����������

���(�MYHJ[HS�PZ�H�NLVTL[YPJ�VIQLJ[�IL[^LLU�KPTLUZPVUZ��(U`�ÄN\YL�KYH^U�VU�H�Y\IILY�ZOLL[�HUK�Z[YL[JOLK��\Z\HSS`�O`WV[OL[PJHSS �̀�
is considered topologically unchanged. A Menger sponge, for example, is a cube-shaped geometric that is more than two dimen-
ZPVUZ�I\[�UV[�X\P[L�[OYLL��^P[O�HU�PUÄUP[L�Z\YMHJL�HYLH�I\[�UV�]VS\TL��:LL�,K^HYK�)��)\YNLY�HUK�4PJOHLS�:[HYIPYK��;OL�/LHY[�VM�
Mathematics: An Invitation to Effective Thinking 360, 472-3 (2010).

71 Wolfson, supra note 21 at 61.

���9LZ[H[LTLU[��:LJVUK��VM�;VY[Z������+�JT[��I����� ���-VY�H�JSHZZPJ�L_HTWSLZ�VM�[OPZ�KPMÄJ\S[ �̀�ZLL�:[LPUI\JO�]��*\[SLY������
-��K������������[O�*PY�������"�HUK�4\S[PTLKPH�>4(A��0UJ��]��2\IHJO������:�,��K�� ���.H��*[��(WW���  ����;OL�JV\Y[�PU�+VL�0�]��
Individuals, Whose True Names Are 
<URUV^U��5V���!���*=� � ��+��*VUU��ÄSLK�5V]������������H�JHZL�RUV^U�HZ�(\[V(KTP[�JVT��PZ�VUL�VM�[OL�ML^�Y\SPUNZ�PU�1VOU�+VL�
subpoena cases to consider the expectation of privacy in its standard or test for disclosure. Two others are Mobilisa, Inc. v. Doe 
�������7��K���������(YPa��*[��(WW�������"�HUK�)LZ[�>LZ[LYU�0U[»S��0UJ��]��+VL��5V��*=���������7/?�+.*�������>3��� �� ���H[�
*5 (D. Ariz. July 25, 2006). 

73 Gelman, supra note 69 at 1335.
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and gave the determination to the lone blogger, poster, e-mailer, or Facebook user.74 The social 
HUK�L]LU�JP]PJ�ILULÄ[Z�VM�[OPZ�HYL�\UWYLJLKLU[LK��I\[�ZV�HYL�[OL�SLNHS�X\LZ[PVUZ�[OLZL�KPZ[YPI\[PVU�
methods raise.75 

There is perhaps no better example of the geometric folding in on itself of essentially private com-
munication distributed via a global publishing medium than the 2004 case study involving Jessica 
Cutler, a 24-year-old Senate staff assistant in Washington, D.C., who blogged about her sex life 
WZL\KVU`TV\ZS`�HZ�¸;OL�>HZOPUN[VUPLUUL�¹76 Cutler said she created her blog to keep a few of 
OLY�MYPLUKZ�\W�[V�KH[L�VU�OLY�HK]LU[\YLZ�PU�+�*���I\[�ZOL�LZJOL^LK�H�WHZZ^VYK�WYV[LJ[LK�ÄYL^HSS�
ILJH\ZL�ZOL�ZHPK�ZOL�[OV\NO[�̧ P[�̂ V\SK�IL�[VV�T\JO�[YV\ISL¹�MVY�OLY�MYPLUKZ�77 Cutler was engaging 
in essentially gossip meant for only a few friends, but her salacious accounts were published on a 
medium with global reach. Once published, Cutler’s blog posts, which included detailed accounts 
of her sexual encounters, including those with co-workers and at least one married man, were avai-
lable online to anyone in the world with an Internet connection, and they immediately were archived 
in multiple locations and, therefore, became searchable and quasi-permanent.

(M[LY�ZL]LYHS�WVZ[Z�KLZJYPIPUN�¸UHZ[`�ZL_¹�^P[O�H�JV�^VYRLY�UHTLK�9VILY[��H�ZL_�WHY[ULY�^OV�ZOL�
ZHPK�OHK�¸H�UPJL�HZZ¹�HUK�^HZ�¸PU[V�ZWHURPUN�¹�*\[SLY»Z�ISVN�^HZ�WPJRLK�\W�I`�>VURL[[L��VUL�VM�
[OL�TVYL�OPNOS`�[YHMÄJRLK�ISVNZ�H[�[OL�[PTL�78�;OL�>HZOPUN[VUPLUUL�ISVN�Z\IZLX\LU[S`�^LU[�]PYHS"�
coverage by several major newspapers and cable TV news networks contributed to Cutler’s newly 
found fame (or infamy).79�*\[SLY�KPKU»[�ZLLT�[V�TPUK��I\[�9VILY[�UV[�Z\YWYPZPUNS`�KPK"�OL�ÄSLK�H�SH^-

74  For an overview of gatekeeping theory, see Dan Sullivan, Gatekeeping Theory, 86 Journalism & Mass Communication 
8\HY[LYS`���� �������>PU[LY���� �"�VY�7HTLSH�:OVLTHRLY��.H[LRLLWPUN���  ����-VY�H�ZWLJPÄJ�HWWSPJH[PVU�VM�NH[LRLLWPUN�[OLVY �̀�
ZLL��L�N���+HU�)LYRV^P[a��9LÄUPUN�[OL�.H[LRLLWPUN�4L[HWOVY�MVY�3VJHS�;LSL]PZPVU�5L^Z�����1V\YUHS�VM�)YVHKJHZ[PUN��,SLJ[YVUPJ�
4LKPH��������>PU[LY��  ��"�VY�:[LWOLU�+��9LLZL�HUK�1HUL�)HSSPUNLY��;OL�9VV[Z�VM�H�:VJPVSVN`�VM�5L^Z!�9LTLTILYPUN�4Y��.H[LZ�
and Social Control in the Newsroom, 78 Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly 641-58 (Winter 2001).

75� �-VY�H�ML^�VM�[OLZL�ILULÄ[Z��ZLL�4HYR�(��3LTSL`��3H^YLUJL�3LZZPN��;OL�,UK�VM�,UK�[V�,UK!�7YLZLY]PUN�[OL�(YJOP[LJ[\YL�
VM�[OL�0U[LYUL[�PU�[OL�)YVHKIHUK�,YH�����<*3(�3��9L]�� ���� ��¶���������"�4HY[PU�4��9LKPZO��2PYR�1��2HS\KPZ��;OL�9PNO[�VM�,_-
pressive Access in First Amendment Theory: Redistributive Values and the Democratic Dilemma, 93 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1083, 1130–31 
��   �"�2H[OSLLU�4��:\SSP]HU��-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�0U[LYTLKPHYPLZ�PU�[OL�(NL�VM�*`ILYZWHJL�����<*3(�3��9L]������������¶�����  ��"�
,\NLUL�=VSVRO��*OLHW�:WLLJO�HUK�>OH[�0[�>PSS�+V������@HSL�3�1������������¶�����  ��"�)YPHU�*HYYVSS��*\S[\YL�*SHZO!�1V\YUHSPZT�
and the Communal Ethos of the Blogosphere, 1 Into the Blogosphere: Rhetoric, Community, and Culture of Weblogs (Summer 
�������O[[W!��^^ �̂PU[V[OLISVNVZWOLYL�VYN��]PZP[LK�5V]���������"�)YPHU�*HYYVSS�HUK�2H[PL�3HUKY �̀�3VNNPUN�VU�HUK�SL[[PUN�V\[!�<ZPUN�
online social networks to grieve and to mourn, 30 Bulletin of Science, Technology & Society 341 (Fall 2010).

76  The blog is no longer active, but archived copies are available at Wonkette, http://wonkette.com/4162/the-lost-wash-
ingtonienne-wonkette-exclusive-etc-etc, visited Nov. 11, 2010.

77  April Witt, Blog Interrupted, Wash. Post Magazine W12 (August 15, 2004).

78� �¸>HZOPUN[VUPLUUL�:WLHRZ���>VURL[[L�,_JS\ZP]L��4\Z[�*YLKP[�>VURL[[L���;OL�>HZOPUN[VUPLUUL�0U[LY]PL^��¹�>VURL[[L�
(May 21, 2004), available: http://www.wonkette.com/politics/media/washingtonienne-speaks-wonkette-exclusive-must-credit-
wonkette-the-washingtonienne-interview-9693.php, visited Nov. 11, 2010.

79  Daniel Solove, The Future of Reputation: gossip, rumor, and privacy on the Internet 53 (2007).
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Z\P[�HNHPUZ[�*\[SLY�PU�4H`������MVY�¸PU]HZPVU�VM�WYP]HJ`�MVY�W\ISPJ�YL]LSH[PVU�VM�WYP]H[L�MHJ[Z�¹80 Ro-
ILY[�WYLZ\THIS`�JV\SK�UV[�ÄSL�MVY�KLMHTH[PVU�ILJH\ZL�OL�KPK�UV[�JVU[LZ[�[OL�HJJ\YHJ`�VM�*\[SLY»Z�
descriptions and accounts of his sexual preferences and proclivities.81

Possible solutions to the problem
Because anonymous expression is so valued in American democracy, solutions must be found to 
the problems it creates with respect to defamation. Possibilities include a statutory response, such 
as § 230 of the Communications Decency Act (CDA) that immunizes ISPs against libel claims82"�JSH-
YP[`�MYVT�[OL�:\WYLTL�*V\Y[��^OPJO�OHZ�`L[�[V�ZWLJPÄJHSS`�HKKYLZZ�VUSPUL�HUVU`TV\Z�KLMHTH[PVU"�
decisions and determinations by federal courts, including the many John Doe disclosure tests they 
OH]L�WYVT\SNH[LK"�ZLSM�YLN\SH[PVU�I`�W\ISPZOLYZ��0:7Z��HUK�KPZ[YPI\[VYZ"�HUK�L[OPJHS�JVUK\J[�I`�[OL�
online anonymous speakers themselves.

Jason Miller pointed out the problem in proposing to Congress a legislative response83: Legislators 
generally do not listen or attend to what professors and journal authors have to say, including law 
professors and law students. So scholars who recommend changes to § 230 or that Congress le-
gislate a policy for anonymous expression similar to the DMCA’s takedown notice are the functional 
equivalent of cries in the wilderness. Brian Kalt’s celebrated failure to rouse Capitol Hill’s attention 
to a loophole in the law that seemingly allows homicide in a national park dramatizes this congres-
sional reluctance.84 

Self-regulation by publishers, ISPs, and distributors is perhaps too much to hope for, as an October 
2010 decision by NPR to outsource monitoring of the comment sections of its website underlines. 
The amount of anonymous expression, the sheer number of commenters online, demonstrates 
that Internet publishers are overwhelmed in and by online expression, including anonymous online 

80  Robert Steinbuch v. Jessica Cutler, 8th Cir. U.S. (2005).

81  Ibid.

82� �;OPZ�¸.VVK�:HTHYP[HU¹�WYV]PZPVU�VY�ZHML�OHYIVY�^HZ�SLNPZSH[LK�PU�YLZWVUZL�[V�[OL�\UJLY[HPU[`�JYLH[LK�I`�[^V�HSTVZ[�
diametrically opposite rulings in cases involving assigning liability to ISPs or, more generally, providers of interactive computer 
ZLY]PJLZ!�*\II �̀�0UJ��]��*VTW\:LY]L��0UJ�������-��:\WW�������:�+�5�@���  ���HUK�:[YH[[VU�6HRTVU[��0UJ��]��7YVKPN`�:LY]PJLZ�*V���
�  ��>3���������5�@��:\W��*[��4H`������������*VUNYLZZ�^HZ�^VYYPLK�[OH[�[OL�:[YH[[VU�KLJPZPVU�^V\SK�¸JYLH[L�H�KPZPUJLU[P]L�MVY�
ISPs to regulate obscene content on their sites, and concerned that the decision would have a chilling effect on Internet speech 
and growth” (Melissa A. Troiano, The New Journalism? Why Traditional Defamation Laws Should Apply to Internet Blogs, 55 
Amer. U. L. Rev. 1455 [2006]). 
83 
 Jason C. Miller, Who’s Exposing John Doe? Distinguishing Between Public and Private Figure Plaintiffs in Subpoenas to ISPs 
in Anonymous Online Defamation Suits, 13 Journal of Technology Law & Policy 230 (2008). Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/
abstract=1365326Who’s. 
84 
 Brian C. Kalt, Tabloid Constitutionalism: How a Bill Doesn’t Become a Law, G’town L. J. (2008). Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.
JVT�HIZ[YHJ[$���������0U�2HS[»Z�HYN\TLU[��H�SVVWOVSL�L_PZ[Z�ILJH\ZL�[OV\NO�@LSSV^Z[VUL�5H[PVUHS�7HYR�PZ�NV]LYULK�I`�+PZ[YPJ[�
Court for the District of Wyoming, parts of the park are also in Montana and Idaho. Because of Article III of the U.S. Constitution, 
which requires that criminal trials be held in the state where the crime is committed, a crime committed in Idaho could not be 
adjudicated (1972). 
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expression. In addition, § 230 of the CDA removes much of the incentive to conduct this sort of 
surveillance or self-regulation, stripping away as it does liability for actionable material posted by 
third parties as long as the ISP did not assist in the creation or development of the statement.85

 
:WLJPÄJHSS �̀� �� ���� Z[H[LZ� [OH[� ¸UV�WYV]PKLY� VY� \ZLY� VM� HU� PU[LYHJ[P]L� JVTW\[LY� ZLY]PJL� ZOHSS� IL�
treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content 
provider.”86�;OL�Z[H[\[L�KLÄULZ�HU�¸PU[LYHJ[P]L�JVTW\[LY�ZLY]PJL¹�HZ�¸HU`�PUMVYTH[PVU�ZLY]PJL��Z`Z-
tem, or access software provider that provides or enables computer access by multiple users to a 
computer server.”87�0U�ALYHU�]��(TLYPJH�6USPUL��[OL�-V\Y[O�*PYJ\P[�KL[LYTPULK�[OH[�L_LYJPZPUN�[YHKP-
tional editing functions such as deciding whether to publish, withdraw, postpone, or alter content 
are not enough to transform an individual from a provider or user of an interactive computer service 
to an information content provider and, therefore, to surrender or otherwise become ineligible for 
immunity.88�;OPZ�Y\SPUN�PZ�H�IP[�JVUM\ZPUN�NP]LU�[OL�Z[H[\[L»Z�]LYIPHNL��^OPJO�KLÄULZ�¸PUMVYTH[PVU�
JVU[LU[�WYV]PKLY¹�HZ�¸HU`�WLYZVU�VY�LU[P[`�[OH[�PZ�YLZWVUZPISL��PU�^OVSL�VY�PU�WHY[��MVY�[OL�JYLH[PVU�
or development of information provided through the Internet or any other interactive computer 
service.”89 The CDA’s § 230 seems to suggest, then, in contrast to common law, that an interactive 
computer service could select, publish or re-publish a defamatory statement made by a third party, 
then refuse to remove the statement even after learning that the statement is false.90 The immunity 
available in the CDA, therefore, makes self-regulation implausible.

If the ethical practices of anonymous speakers online could be counted on to solve the problem of 
defamation, there would be no problem in balancing the two rights. Much of anonymous expres-
sion is not ethical, which is not to speak to its legality or illegality, but some of it does unlawfully 
defame, and the problem seems to be worsening. In late 2010, a Montana newspaper described 
P[Z�ZSV^�YLHSPaH[PVU�[OH[�JP]PSP[`�PU�HUVU`TV\Z�MVY\TZ�PZ�ZPTWS`�\UH[[HPUHISL��¸>L�JS\UN�[V�[OL�OVWL�

85 
 Protection for Private Blocking and Screening of Offensive Material, 47 U.S.C. §230 (2003). Some case law indicates that ISPs 
will be deemed not liable even when and where they do take an active role in the creation of content through editorial control. 
:LL�ALYHU�]��(TLYPJH�6USPUL��0UJ���� �-��K�������[O�*PY���  ��"�)S\TLU[OHS�]��+Y\KNL��  ��-��:\WW������+�+�*���  ��"�)LU�,aYH��
Weinstein & Co. v. America Oline, Inc., 27 Med. L. Reptr. 1794 (D.N.M., Mar. 1, 1999), aff’d. 206 F.3d 980 (10th Cir.,Mar. 14, 2000), 
JLY[��KLUPLK������<�:�������6J[����������"�HUK�)H[aLS�]��:TP[O������-�:\WW��K������������

86  §230 (f)(2).

87  §230 (f)(2).

88� �ALYHU���� �-��K�H[������-VY�TVYL�VU�[OL�KL]LSVWTLU[�VM�0:7�PTT\UP[`�[OYV\NO�����»Z�.VVK�:HTHYP[HU�WYV]PZPVU��ZLL�
9PJOHYKZ��Z\WYH�UV[L����H�WYV]PZPVU�[OL�H\[OVY�KLZJYPILZ�HZ�¸YPWL�MVY�YLMVYT¹��������

89  §230 (f)(3), cited in Whitney Information Network, Inc. v. Xcentric Ventures, L.L.C., 199 F. App’x 738 (11th Cir. 2006), at 
744.

90  Compare to the common law tort of defamation as articulated in the Restatement (Second) of Torts § 558 (1977), which 
provides a legal remedy to those injured by false statements that damage their reputation or good name.
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that civility would win out — that the verbal vandals who inhabit anonymous forums would get tired 
of lobbing invective grenades and eventually contribute a useful thought,” wrote online specialist 
and reporter Donna Evaro and co-managing editor Gary Moseman, both of the Great Falls Tribune. 
¸)\[��KPZHWWVPU[LK��̂ L�NP]L�\W�¹91 The article cites an innocuous example, a story on tax policy that 
generated approximately 140 anonymous comments, half of which were deemed to have crossed 
the line into obscenity, libel, personal attacks, or otherwise irrelevant commentary. 

;OL�JV\Y[Z��[VV��HYL�ÄUKPUN�[OLTZLS]LZ�PUJYLHZPUNS`�I\Z`�^P[O�KLMHTH[PVU�JSHPTZ�HUK�KPZJSVZ\YL�
TV[PVUZ��THRPUN�[OL�WYVISLT�VM�HUVU`TV\Z�¸ZJYLLJO�¹�HZ�VUL�UL^ZWHWLY�HY[PJSL�KLZJYPILK�P[��H�
growing one.92�)L[^LLU�(WYPS���� �HUK�4HYJO�������HWWYV_PTH[LS`�ÄM[`�SPILS�JHZLZ�PU]VS]PUN�HUVU-
ymous bloggers had been added to the database of the Media Law Resource Center.93 Scholars 
hoping to help in this area are left with the federal courts as their best option, as Jones has argued.94 
In navigating, analyzing, and adapting the competing discovery tests that have been generated by 
these courts, this article, therefore, seeks to aid development of a national standard via the adop-
[PVU�VM�H�+LUKYP[L�[`WL�[LZ[��^OPJO�^HZ�TVZ[�JHYLM\SS`�JVUZ[Y\J[LK��ZSPNO[S`�TVKPÄLK��HUK�WLYZ\H-
ZP]LS`�L_WSHPULK�PU�H�Z\IZLX\LU[�JHZL��0UKLWLUKLU[�5L^ZWHWLYZ�]��ALI\SVU�1��)YVKPL��VUL�VM�[OL�
very few appellate courts to consider the issue.95

A single, coherent national standard
As of early 2012, more than twenty courts had issued disclosure tests or otherwise outlined criteria 
to determine when and under what circumstances to compel the discovery of an online anonymous 
poster or speaker in a defamation action. Because these tests have come almost exclusively from 
state and federal district courts, there is variety in what they require, in particular how strong a case 
H�WSHPU[PMM�ZOV\SK�OH]L�[V�KLTVUZ[YH[L�ILMVYL�H�JV\Y[�̂ PSS�PZZ\L�H�KPZJSVZ\YL�Z\IWVLUH��̂ OPJO�PZ�̧ [OL�
critical element in each of the tests articulated by the courts.”96

 

91  Tribune aims to make forums, comments, welcoming to all, Great Falls Tribune, Dec. 26, 2010, available http://www.
greatfallstribune.com/article/20101226/OPINION/12260311/Tribune-aims-to-make-its-forums-comments-welcoming-to-all, vis-
ited Jan. 1, 2011.

92  Mackenzie Carpenter, Free speech, privacy clash online: Anonymous bloggers and the websites that post their com-
ments leading to lawsuits, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, March 21, 2010, A10.

93� �0K��;OL�HY[PJSL�KVJ\TLU[Z�[OL�¸PUJYLHZPUN�U\TILY�VM�SLNHS�HJ[PVUZ�HNHPUZ[�ISVNNLYZ�HUK�^LIZP[LZ¹�VU�KLMHTH[PVU�HUK�
privacy questions. The Center reported 250 legal actions involving bloggers since 2004, according to the article.

94  Jones, supra note 7.

95� �0UKLWLUKLU[�5L^ZWHWLYZ�]��ALI\SVU�1��)YVKPL������4K������� ���(��K��������� ��

96  Kissinger and Larsen, Untangling the Legal Labyrinth, supra note 5 at 18.
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� ;OL�(WWLSSH[L�+P]PZPVU�VM�[OL�:\WLYPVY�*V\Y[�VM�5L^�1LYZL`�^HZ�[OL�ÄYZ[�HWWLSSH[L�JV\Y[�PU�
the United States to propose such a balancing standard, with the Brodie court in Maryland being 
only the second. The New Jersey court did so by ruling on two cases on the same day in July 2001. 
0U�[OL�ÄYZ[��+LUKYP[L�0U[»S��0UJ��]��+VL�5V�����[OL�JV\Y[�WYVWVZLK�H�[LZ[�[OH[�\WOLSK�H�[YPHS�JV\Y[»Z�YLX\P-
rement that the plaintiff, a developer of software for the pharmaceutical industry, attempt to notify 
the anonymous posters it wished to sue that they were the subjects of an application for discovery 
by at least posting a notice on the same Internet message board on which the potentially actionable 
JVU[LU[�ÄYZ[�HWWLHYLK�97 The court reasoned that the John Does should have a reasonable oppor-
[\UP[`�[V�ÄSL�HUK�ZLY]L�VWWVZP[PVU�[V�[OL�HWWSPJH[PVU��=PY[\HSS`�HSS�VM�[OL�]HYPV\Z�Z\IWVLUH�Z[HUKHYKZ�
include this notice factor introduced by the Dendrite court, though how an anonymous speaker 
ZOV\SK�IL�UV[PÄLK�HUK�OV^�SVUN�OL�VY�ZOL�OHZ�[V�YLZWVUK�[V�[OL�UV[PJL�]HYPLZ�98

In the second part of the Dendrite test, the appellate court ruled that the company was required to 
¸PKLU[PM`�HUK�ZL[�MVY[O�[OL�L_HJ[�Z[H[LTLU[Z�W\YWVY[LKS`�THKL�I`�LHJO�HUVU`TV\Z�WVZ[LY¹�[OH[�[OL�
company deemed defamatory.99�;OPZ�SL]LS�VM�ZWLJPÄJP[`�VM�L]PKLUJL�HSZV�PZ�JVTTVU�PU�[OL�]HYPV\Z�
subpoena standards, presumably in order to prevent plaintiffs from using unfounded allegations 
as a cover, as well as to allow a defendant to examine and rebut the claims. The courts seem to 
agree that there is a need to balance the plaintiff’s right to protect his or her reputation against the 
defendant’s right to speak anonymously and, further, that a primary way to do this is to require an 
evidentiary showing on the merits of the plaintiff’s claim and some demonstration of need for the 
identifying information in order to proceed with the action.100

Third, the Dendrite court stated that it would carefully review the case to see whether the plaintiff 
had established a prima facie case against each John Doe or, in other words, that present is a 
strong factual case that supports a legally reasonable claim. The Dendrite court required that the 
WSHPU[PMM� ¸WYVK\JL�Z\MÄJPLU[�L]PKLUJL�Z\WWVY[PUN�LHJO�JH\ZL�VM�HJ[PVU�¹101 Finding that Dendrite 
had failed to make a prima facie case because it could not demonstrate a connection between the 
allegedly defamatory posts and a drop in its stock price, the subpoena was quashed and the case 

97  Dendrite Int’l, Inc. v. Doe No. 3, 342 N.J. Super. 134 (App. Div. 2001).
98 
�+LJPZPVUZ�^P[O�[OPZ�JYP[LYPVU�PUJS\KL�(\[V(KTP[�JVT������-��:\WW���K�H[����"�:LLZJHUK �̀JVT������-�9�+��H[��� "�4VIPSPZH������
7��K�H[����"�2YPUZR �̀����*HS��9W[Y���K�H[����"�*HOPSS������(��K�H[����¶��"�:VSLYZ�� ���(��K�H[� ��!�)YVKPL�� ���(��K�H[����"�+LUKYP[L��
����(��K�H[����"�8\P_[HY������-��:\WW���K�H[�����¶��������¶��"�)LZ[�>LZ[LYU�0U[»S�������>3��� �� ���H[���"�HUK�.YLLUIH\T������
5�@�:��K�H[�� ���;̂ V�KLJPZPVUZ�UV[HIS`�KV�UV[�PUJS\KL�[OPZ!��;OL4HY[�JVT������-��:\WW���K�H[��� �"�HUK�(63�����=H��*PY��H[����
99 
 Dendrite Int’l, Inc. v. Doe No. 3, at 4.

100� �:PUJSHPY��� ��-��:\WW���K�H[���������"�8\P_[HY������-��:\WW���K�H[�����¶��������"�4J4HUU������-��:\WW���K�H[����"�)LZ[�
>LZ[LYU�0U[»S�������>3��� �� ���H[��¶�"�/PNOÄLSKZ�*HWP[HS������-��:\WW���K�H[� ��"�(S]PZ�*VH[PUNZ��0UJ��������>3�� �������H[��"�
:7?�*VYW�������-��:\WW���K�H[� ��"�)H_[LY�������>3�����������H[���"�.YLLUIH\T������5�@�:��K�H[�� �¶  "�9L\UPVU�0UK\Z������
7H��+���*��[O�H[����"�7VSP[V�����7H��+���*��[O�H[����¶��"�0U�YL�+VLZ��¶��������:�>��K�H[����"�:LLZJHUK �̀JVT������-�9�+��H[�
�� ¶��"�*HOPSS������(��K�H[��� "�+LUKYP[L������(��K�H[����¶��"�HUK�4VIPSPZH������7��K�H[����¶���

101  775 A.2d, at 756.
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dismissed. In applying the standard to the facts of the case, the court found that Dendrite had failed 
[V�WYVK\JL�Z\MÄJPLU[�L]PKLUJL�MVY�LHJO�LSLTLU[�VM�P[Z�KLMHTH[PVU�JSHPT�ILJH\ZL�P[�OHK�UV[�WYVK\-
ced evidence of harm resulting from the anonymous speaker’s statements.102 

This prima facie case factor explains in part why the Dendrite test has proven so durable even 
[OV\NO�+LUKYP[L�PZ�VUL�VM�[OL�LHYSPLY�KLJPZPVUZ�PU�[OPZ�HYLH�VM�[OL�SH^"�TVZ[�JV\Y[Z�ZPUJL�������^P[O�
some notable exceptions, have adopted versions of this prima facie case standard or threshold in 
determining what level of burden to place on a plaintiff to appropriately protect against the chilling 
effect on anonymous Internet speech, and the Dendrite opinion has been extensively cited by 
courts in developing their own standards.103 These subsequent thresholds have ranged from low 
to high, with the prima facie case standard placing a relatively high burden on the plaintiff. On the 
SV^�LUK�VM�[OL�ZWLJ[Y\T�PZ�[OL�¸NVVK�MHP[O¹�[LZ[��^OPJO�YLX\PYLZ�VUS`�[OH[�[OL�WSHPU[PMM�KLTVUZ[YH[L�
¸H�SLNP[PTH[L��NVVK�MHP[O�IHZPZ�[V�JVU[LUK�[OH[�P[�TH`�IL�[OL�]PJ[PT�VM�JVUK\J[�HJ[PVUHISL�PU�[OL�Q\-
YPZKPJ[PVU�^OLYL�[OL�Z\P[�^HZ�ÄSLK�¹104 In the middle are requirements to demonstrate that the claim 
can survive a motion to dismiss and another that the claim can withstand a motion for summary 
Q\KNTLU[��[OL�SH[[LY�ILPUN�TVZ[�VM[LU�HWWSPLK�̂ OLU�[OL�WSHPU[PMM�PZ�H�W\ISPJ�ÄN\YL�PU�VYKLY�[V�H]VPK�VY�
stop trivial defamation lawsuits meant to primarily harass or unmask a critic.105

Finally, the most controversial of the test’s criteria: the Dendrite court added a separate balancing 
factor, determining that the John Does’ First Amendment right of anonymous free speech had to 
be balanced against Dendrite’s claim that the disclosure of the defendants’ identities was required, 
even after demonstrating a prima facie case, for the action to proceed.106 The Dendrite court intro-

102 
 Id., at 763.

103  Some of the cases citing or otherwise noting the test promulgated in Dendrite include Doe I v. Individuals (AutoAdmit.
JVT�������-��:\WW���K��� �����¶����+��*VUU�������"�4VIPSPZH��0UJ��]��+VL����2YPUZR`�]��+VL�������*HS��9W[Y���K���������¶����*[��
(WW�������"�+VL�5V����]��*HOPSS������(��K���������¶����+LS�������"�:VSLYZ��0UJ��]��+VL�� ���(��K� ���� ����+�*����� �"�0UKLWLUKLU[�
5L^ZWHWLYZ��0UJ��]��)YVKPL�� ���(��K�����������4K����� ���:PUJSHPY�]��;\IL:VJR;LK+��� ��-��:\WW���K���������¶����+�+�*����� �"�
8\P_[HY�0UJ��]��:PNUH[\YL�4HUHNLTLU[�;LHT��33*������-��:\WW���K�������������+��5L]�������"�4J4HUU�]��+VL������-��:\WW���K�
�� �����¶����+��4HZZ�������"�)LZ[�>LZ[LYU�0U[»S��0UJ��]��+VL��5V��*=���������7/?�+.*�������>3��� �� ���H[��¶���+��(YPa��1\S��
���������"�/PNOÄLSKZ�*HWP[HS�4HUHNLTLU[��3�7��]��+VL������-��:\WW���K� � �� ��¶����5�+��*HS�������"�(S]PZ�*VH[PUNZ��0UJ��]��+VLZ�
��;OYV\NO�����5V���3 ��*=�����/�������>3�� �������H[��¶���>�+�5�*��+LJ����������"�.YLLUIH\T�]��.VVNSL��0UJ�������5�@�:��K�
� ���� �¶  ��:\W��*[�������"�9L\UPVU�0UK\Z[YPLZ��0UJ��]��+VL�������7H��+���*��[O��� �������*VT��7S�������"�2SLOY�/HYYPZVU�/HY]L`�
)YHUaI\YN��,SSLYZ��337�]��17(�+L]���0UJ���5V�������4HYJO�;LYT������������>3���������¶ ��7H��*VT��7S��1HU����������"�7VSP[V�]��
AOL Time Warner Inc., 78 Pa. D. & C.4th 328, 341 (Com. Pl. 2004). For a comprehensive cataloging of these tests, see Matthew 
Mazzotta, Balancing Act: Finding Consensus on Standards for Unmasking Anonymous Internet Speakers, 51 B.C. L. Rev. 833 
(2010), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1651917, visited Nov. 1, 2010.

104  In re Subpoena Duces Tecum to America Online, Inc., No. 40570, 2000 WL 1210372, 52 Va. Cir. 26, 37 (Cir. Ct. 2000). 
(SZV�\ZPUN�H�¸NVVK�MHP[O¹�Z[HUKHYK�^HZ�+VL�]���;OL4HY[�JVT�0UJ�������-��:\WW���K�������>�+��>HZO��������

105� �-VY�̧ TV[PVU�[V�KPZTPZZ¹�Z[HUKHYK��ZLL�*VS\TIPH�0UZ��*V��]��:LLZJHUK �̀JVT������-�9�+�������5�+��*HS���   ���JVUZPKLYPUN�
KPZJSVZ\YL�VM�HU�HUVU`TV\Z�KLMLUKHU[�PU�H�[YHKLTHYR�PUMYPUNLTLU[�JSHPT�"�MVY�¸Z\TTHY`�Q\KNTLU[�¹�ZLL�4VIPSPZH��0UJ��]��+VL����
170 P.3d 712 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2007) (considering a John Doe subpoena in a claim of trespass to chattels).

106  775 A.2d at 760.
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duced this notion of an explicit balancing factor in a test or standard that as a whole is constructed 
also to balance the First Amendment rights of the anonymous speaker against the strength of the 
plaintiff’s case and the need for disclosure to pursue that case. 

The separate balancing factor has been rejected by some courts, though for different reasons. 
Others have simply avoided it altogether.107 Some regard the additional step or balancing unneces-
sary and potentially confusing to the trial courts. One of the judges on the Brodie court, which adop-
ted a test based on Dendrite, for example, concurred on the majority’s decision and, in so doing, 
VU�[OL�HWWSPJH[PVU�VM�MV\Y�VM�[OL�Ä]L�WYVUNZ�VY�MHJ[VYZ�VM�[OL�JV\Y[»Z�[LZ[��I\[�OL�KPZHNYLLK�^P[O�[OL�
HKKP[PVUHS�HUK�KPZJYL[L�IHSHUJPUN�[LZ[��JHSSPUN�P[�¸\UULJLZZHY`�HUK�ULLKSLZZS`�JVTWSPJH[LK�¹108 The 
balancing prong was unnecessary in the judge’s view because requiring a plaintiff to make a prima 
facie showing was in itself the balancing. By adding a separate First Amendment balancing prong 
or factor, trial courts could determine that a plaintiff’s cause of action for defamation should not go 
forward even though that plaintiff met, on a prima facie basis, all of the common law requirements, 
Judge Adkins argued. Furthermore, in granting the trial courts this discretion, the majority decision 
PU�)YVKPL�MHPSLK�[V�ZWLJPM`�¸OV^�[OL�PU[LYLZ[Z�[OH[�[YPHS�JV\Y[Z�HYL�[V�IHSHUJL�KPMMLY�MYVT�[OL�PU[LYLZ[Z�
that are already balanced in developing the substantive law of defamation,” Adkins wrote.109

 
This separate balancing prong was not controversial in Dendrite. In applying its own four-part test 
to the facts, the Dendrite court focused on the third prong, or on whether or not John Doe No. 3’s 
statements were in fact defamatory. The lesson of Dendrite was that unless a defamed company 
can prove harm at the beginning of its case, the company will be unable to meet the Dendrite stan-
dard required to obtain the identities of anonymous Internet posters, which raises the question of 
why a plaintiff should have to prove harm even in the discovery phase, before a defendant has even 
ILLU�PKLU[PÄLK�HUK��[OLYLMVYL��^OLU�OHYT�PZ�UV[��`L[��H�WHY[�VM�[OL�JSHPT�

In the second case decided that summer day in 2001, Immunomedics, Inc. v. Doe, the same New 
Jersey court held that when an employer can demonstrate that an employee has breached his or 
her employment agreement or duty of loyalty by posting messages on the Internet that reveal the 
LTWSV`LY»Z�JVUÄKLU[PHS�HUK�WYVWYPL[HY`�PUMVYTH[PVU��[OL�+LUKYP[L�Z[HUKHYK�JHU�IL�TVYL�LHZPS`�TL[�
by essentially waiving the need to demonstrate harm.110 The trial court declared that the employee 
OHK�¸JVU[YHJ[LK�H^H`�OLY�YPNO[�VM�MYLL�ZWLLJO¹�^OLU�ZOL�ZPNULK�H�JVUÄKLU[PHSP[`�HNYLLTLU[�^P[O�
[OL�IPVWOHYTHJL\[PJHSZ�THU\MHJ[\YLY�HUK�[OH[�¸[OLYL�PZ�UV�YPNO[�[V�HUVU`TV\Z�ZWLLJO�[OH[�OHYTZ�
107  Jones, supra note 7 at 428. One prominent example was Doe v. Cahill 884 A.2d 451.

108  Independent Newspapers, Inc. v. Brodie, 407 Md. 415, 966 A.2d 432 (Md. 2009), (Adkins, J., concurring opinion at 458).

109  Id., at 3.

110� �0TT\UVTLKPJZ��0UJ��]��+VL������5�1��:\WLY�������(WW��+P]���������O[[W!��JHZLSH �̂ÄUKSH �̂JVT�UQ�Z\WLYPVY�JV\Y[�HWWLS-
late-division/1283697.html.
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another.”111�;OL�HWWLSSH[L�JV\Y[�\WOLSK�[OPZ�ÄUKPUN��[OLU�HWWSPLK�[OL�+LUKYP[L�[LZ[��[OL�Z[HUKHYK�
the court had just adopted. Because Immunomedics had demonstrated that the poster was an 
employee and that the posts had breached her employment agreement, the disclosure of Jean 
Doe’s identity was fully warranted, the court ruled. Furthermore, anonymous Internet posters under 
WYP]H[L�JVU[YHJ[�¸JHUUV[�OVWL�[V�ZOPLSK�[OLPY�PKLU[P[`�HUK�H]VPK�W\UPZOTLU[�[OYV\NO�PU]VJH[PVU�VM�
the First Amendment,” in the words of the opinion.112 

Another popular but markedly different standard used by the courts emerged from Doe v. Cahill 
PU�������^OLU�H�+LSH^HYL�JV\Y[�OLSK�[OH[�H�Z\TTHY`�Q\KNTLU[�Z[HUKHYK�PZ�¸[OL�HWWYVWYPH[L�[LZ[�
by which to strike the balance between a defamation plaintiff’s right to protect his reputation and 
a defendant’s right to exercise free speech anonymously.”113 The court used a two-part standard 
that required the plaintiff, a Smyrna, Delaware, councilman, to take reasonable efforts to notify the 
HUVU`TV\Z�KLMLUKHU[��H�SVJHS�ISVNNLY��HUK�HSZV�[V�WYLZLU[�L]PKLUJL�Z\MÄJPLU[�LUV\NO�[V�LZ[HISPZO�
¸H�WYPTH�MHJPL�JHZL�MVY�LHJO�LSLTLU[�VM�[OL�JSHPT�¹�H�JVTWHYHISL�I\YKLU�VU�[OL�WSHPU[PMM�HZ�[OH[�
prescribed in Dendrite.114 The Cahill court departed from Dendrite in two important ways. First, this 
JV\Y[�KL[LYTPULK�[OH[�W\ISPJ�ÄN\YL�WSHPU[PMMZ�ZOV\SK�UV[�IL�YLX\PYLK�[V�WYV]PKL�L]PKLUJL�VM�¸HJ[\HS�
malice,” at least in the discovery phase, arguing that knowing the identity of the blogger is ne-
cessary before such a showing could be made.115 Second, the Cahill court deemed the separate, 
HKKP[PVUHS�IHSHUJPUN�Z[LW�\UULJLZZHY`�ILJH\ZL�[OL�¸Z\TTHY`�Q\KNTLU[�[LZ[�PZ�P[ZLSM�[OL�IHSHUJL�¹�
H�KL[LYTPUH[PVU�[OH[��^OPSL�UV[�HZ�KHUNLYV\Z�[V�HUVU`TV\Z�ZWLHRLYZ�HZ�H�¸NVVK�MHP[O¹�Z[HUKHYK��
Z[PSS�PZ�¸[VV�LHZ`�VU�WSHPU[PMMZ�^OV�^PZO�[V�\UTHZR�HUVU`TV\Z�JVTTLU[LYZ�¹�HZ�1VULZ�HYN\LK�116

0U�KLMLYYPUN�^OL[OLY�H�W\ISPJ�ÄN\YL�T\Z[�TLL[�H�MH\S[�[OYLZOVSK�VM�HJ[\HS�THSPJL��[OL�*HOPSS�JV\Y[�
THKL�HU�PTWVY[HU[�KL[LYTPUH[PVU��0U�;PTLZ�]��:\SSP]HU��[OL�:\WYLTL�*V\Y[�ZPNUPÄJHU[S`�SPTP[LK�[OL�
KLMHTH[PVU�[VY[�MVY�W\ISPJ�VMÄJPHSZ��YLX\PYPUN�[OLT�[V�WYV]L�H�MH\S[�SL]LS�VM�HJ[\HS�THSPJL�[V�^PU�H�
claim. Meeting this threshold of fault means proving or demonstrating that the person who made 
the defamatory, false statement either knew that that statement was untrue or behaved in such 

111 
 Id.
112 
 Id.

113  John Doe v. Cahill, 884 A.2d 460 (Del. 2005).

114  Id. at 460-61.

115� �0K��H[������:VTL�OH]L�HYN\LK�[OH[�W\ISPJ�ÄN\YL�WSHPU[PMMZ�IYPUNPUN�JSHPTZ�JVUJLYUPUN�W\ISPJ�ZWLLJO�ZOV\SK�OH]L�[V�WYV-
duce evidence of actual malice (Ryan M. Martin, Comment, Freezing the Net: Rejecting a One-Size-Fits-All Standard for Unmask-
ing Anonymous Internet Speakers in Defamation Lawsuits, 75 U. CIN. L. REV. 1243 (2007).

116  Cahill, 884 A.2d at 457. Jones, supra note 7 at 429.
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H�^H`�HZ�[V�ZOV^�¸YLJRSLZZ�KPZYLNHYK�VM�^OL[OLY�P[�^HZ�[Y\L�VY�UV[�¹�H�YLJRSLZZ�KPZYLNHYK�MVY�[OL�
truth.117�;LU�`LHYZ�HM[LY�;PTLZ�]��:\SSP]HU��[OL�*V\Y[�PTWVZLK�H�ZPTPSHY�SPTP[H[PVU�VU�¸W\ISPJ�ÄN\YLZ�¹�
or people who have gained a general level of notoriety or have voluntarily taken a public role in 
a particular public controversy or issue.118 Since the ruling in Gertz v. Welch in 1974, well-known 
people have had to prove that a speaker who makes a defamatory statement intentionally lied. 
7YP]H[L�ÄN\YLZ��VU�[OL�V[OLY�OHUK��OH]L�ULLKLK�[V�WYV]L�VUS`�[OH[�[OL�ZWLHRLY�VY�W\ISPZOLY�^HZ�
¸ULNSPNLU[¹�PU�WYVK\JPUN�MHSZL�Z[H[LTLU[Z��ILJH\ZL�L]LY`�PUKP]PK\HS�ZOV\SK�OH]L�[OL�YPNO[�[V�WYV[LJ[�
OPZ�VY�OLY�NVVK�UHTL��KLZJYPILK�I`�[OL�.LY[a�JV\Y[�HZ�¸[OL�LZZLU[PHS�KPNUP[`�HUK�^VY[O�VM�L]LY`�
human being.”119 The Cahill court could have asserted this same reasoning in this new area of the 
law, but instead sidestepped the question.

The Cahill court also reasoned that a victim of online speech criticism should be able to respond in 
[OL�ZHTL�MVY\T�PU�^OPJO�[OL�KLMHTH[PVU�HWWLHYLK��HUK�[OLYLI`�¸LHZPS`�JVYYLJ[�HU`�TPZZ[H[LTLU[Z�
or falsehoods, respond to character attacks, and generally set the record straight.”120 This is proble-
matic, however, because there is little hope of reaching the same readers of the initial defamation, 
even on the same forum, especially given the ephemeral nature of most online expression. This 
type of retributive response is also likely to contribute to a tit-for-tat war of words, which is the op-
posite of what the common law is intended to accomplish.121 

These early cases show variety in factors and in the burden of proof required of plaintiffs. As 
Matthew Mazzotta showed in his careful examination of ten representative tests, the trend in the-
ZL�Z[HUKHYKZ�PZ�¸[V^HYKZ�YLX\PYPUN�LP[OLY�WYPTH�MHJPL�L]PKLUJL�VY�Z\TTHY`�Q\KNTLU[�ZOV^PUNZ�¹�
the standards in Dendrite and Cahill, respectively, because courts are increasingly concerned that 
lower thresholds like good faith or motion to dismiss are too low and thus more likely to be misu-
sed.122�;OL�ÄUKPUNZ�VM�2PZZPUNLY�HUK�3HYZLU�Z\WWVY[�[OPZ�KLZJYPW[PVU�123 The courts seem generally 

117 
�5L^�@VYR�;PTLZ�*V��]��:\SSP]HU������������� ����
118 
 Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 342 (1974).

119  Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 341 (1974), quoting Rosenblatt v. Baer, 383 U.S. 75, 92 (1966) (Stewart, J. concur-
ring).

120  John Doe v. Cahill, at 464.

121  Malloy, supra note 64 at 1192.
122 
�4H[[OL^�4HaaV[[H��Z\WYH�UV[L���������)��*��3��9L]����������������:LL�HSZV�(\[V(KTP[�JVT������-��:\WW���K�H[����¶��"�4VIPSPZH��
����7��K�H[����"�2YPUZR �̀����*HS��9W[Y���K�H[����¶��"�*HOPSS������(��K�H[����¶��"�:VSLYZ�� ���(���K�H[� ��¶��"�)YVKPL�� ���(��K�H[�
���¶��"�+LUKYP[L������(��K�H[�������� ¶���

123  Kissinger and Larsen, supra note 5 at 24.
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split on which threshold for evidentiary showing is more appropriate, prima facie evidence or likely 
survival of a motion for summary judgment. This article argues for the former as a higher burden 
VM�WYVVM�ILJH\ZL��HZ�H�*HSPMVYUPH�JV\Y[�MV\UK�PU�������H�¸NVVK�MHP[O¹�Z[HUKHYK�PZ�[VV�KLMLYLU[PHS�[V�
WSHPU[PMMZ��^OPSL�H�Z\TTHY`�Q\KNTLU[�Z[HUKHYK�JHU�IL�¸\UULJLZZHY`�HUK�WV[LU[PHSS`�JVUM\ZPUN�¹124 
0U�2YPUZR`�]��+VL�5V�����[OL�JV\Y[�KLÄULK�WYPTH�MHJPL�L]PKLUJL�HZ�H�KLTVUZ[YH[PVU�VM�H�SLNHSS`�YLH-
sonable claim and a strong factual case absent contrary facts, rebuttals from the defendant(s), and 
HMÄYTH[P]L�KLMLUZLZ�125

The Brodie test
In Independent Newspapers v. Brodie (2009), a Maryland appellate court seemed to achieve the 
requisite balance between reputational concerns and free expression rights in promulgating a stan-
dard informed by those that preceded it.126�(�WYVK\J[�VM�VUL�VM�[OL�4HY`SHUK�JV\Y[»Z�¸ÄYZ[�VWWVY-
tunities to consider legal issues arising from an Internet communications context,” the balancing 
[LZ[�[OH[�^HZ�WYVT\SNH[LK�PU�[OL�JHZL�ÅV^Z�MYVT�H�ML^�M\UKHTLU[HS�HZZ\TW[PVUZ��SLNHS�MHJ[Z��HUK�
traditions.127�-PYZ[��HZ�[OL�)YVKPL�VWPUPVU�Z[H[LZ�PU�P[Z�VWLUPUN��¸BPDUJS\KLK�^P[OPU�[OL�WHUVWS`�VM�WYV-
tections that the First Amendment provides is the right of an individual to speak anonymously,”128 
YLJVNUPaPUN�[OH[�¸[OL�MYLLKVT�[V�[OPUR�HZ�`V\�^PSS�HUK�[V�ZWLHR�HZ�`V\�[OPUR»�PZ�H�ºTLHUZ�PUKPZWLU-
sable to the discovery and spread of political truth.’”129 Second, citing Reno v. ACLU, the Brodie 
JV\Y[�SPRLULK�[OL�0U[LYUL[»Z�^LI�[V�¸H�]HZ[�SPIYHY`�PUJS\KPUN�TPSSPVUZ�VM�YLHKPS`�H]HPSHISL�HUK�PUKL_LK�
publications,” an analogy that compares expression online to expression in print rather than that 
spoken or even broadcast and a categorization that affords online expression the very highest 
levels of First Amendment protections.130 The Brodie court noted that protections under the First 

124  Krinsky v. Doe No. 6, 74 Cal. Rptr. 3d at 244 (2006). 
125 
 Id., at 245, n. 14.
126 
 Independent Newspapers, Inc. v. Brodie, 407 Md. 415, 966 A.2d 432 (Md. 2009). 
127 
 Id., 1-2.
128 
�0K���H[�����JP[PUN�>H[JO[V^LY�)PISL��;YHJ[�:VJ��VM�5�@���0UJ��]��=PSS��VM�:[YH[[VU������<�:����������������:��*[����������� ������3��
,K���K�������� �������"�)\JRSL`�]��(T��*VUZ[P[\[PVUHS�3H^�-V\UK���0UJ�������<�:��������  �������� �:��*[����������������3��,K���K�
�  ��������   �"�4J0U[`YL�]��6OPV�,SLJ[PVUZ�*VTT»U������<�:�������������������:��*[������������������3��,K���K������������  ��"�
Talley v. California, 362 U.S. 60, 64, 80 S. Ct. 536, 538, 4 L. Ed. 2d 559, 563 (1960).
129 
 407 Md. 415, 966 A.2d, at 9, citing Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 24, 91 S. Ct. 1780, 1787-1788, 29 L. Ed. 2d 284, 293 (1971) 
and quoting Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 375-377, 47 S. Ct. 641, 648-649, 71 L. Ed. 1095, 1105-1106 (1927) (Brandeis 
& Holmes, JJ., concurring), overruled by Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, 89 S. Ct. 1827, 23 L. Ed. The opinion then quotes 
Stevens’s McIntyre opinion at length (McIntyre, 514 U.S. at 341-42, 115 S. Ct. at 1516, 131 L. Ed. 2d at 436).

130  I407 Md. 415, 966 A.2d, at 6, citing Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844, 852-53, 117 S. Ct. 2329, 2335, 138 L.Ed. 874, 885-86 
(1997).
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Amendment have been extended to the Internet in John Doe actions by various courts.131

;OL�JV\Y[�YLJVNUPaLK��OV^L]LY��[OH[�PU�H�¸JVUMYVU[H[PVU�IL[^LLU�KLMHTH[PVU�SH^�HUK�[OL�\ZL�VM�
the World Wide Web,”132�[OL�YPNO[�[V�HUVU`TP[`�PZ�UV[�HIZVS\[L�HUK�¸TH`�IL�SPTP[LK�I`�KLMHTH[PVU�
JVUZPKLYH[PVUZ�¹�ILJH\ZL�¸SPILSV\Z�\[[LYHUJLZ�HYL�UV[�^P[OPU�[OL�HYLH�VM�JVUZ[P[\[PVUHSS`�WYV[LJ[LK�
ZWLLJO�¹�HYL�UV[�HU�¸LZZLU[PHS�WHY[�VM�HU`�L_WVZP[PVU�VM�PKLHZ�¹�HUK�HYL�¸VM�Z\JO�ZSPNO[�ZVJPHS�]HS\L�
HZ�H�Z[LW�[V�[Y\[O�[OH[�HU`�ILULÄ[�[OH[�TH`�IL�KLYP]LK�MYVT�[OLT�PZ�JSLHYS`�V\[^LPNOLK�I`�[OL�ZVJPHS�
interest in order and morality,” to quote various parts of the opinion.133�(M[LY�JHYLM\SS`�KLÄUPUN�[OL�
relevant technical terms and technologies, and laying out the facts of the case, the Brodie court 
L_WSPJP[S`�Z[H[LZ�[OH[�P[�KPK�UV[�NYHU[�HWWLHS�ZPTWS`�[V�L]HS\H[L�[OL�WHY[PLZ»�JSHPTZ��¸I\[�[V�WYV]PKL�
guidance to the trial courts in defamation actions, when the disclosure of the identity of an anony-
mous Internet communicant is sought.”134

 
The Brodie test recommends that in determining whether to force disclosure of a John Doe defen-
dant, a court should (1) require the plaintiff to undertake efforts to notify the anonymous posters 
that they are the subject of a subpoena or application for an order of disclosure, including posting 
H�TLZZHNL�VM�UV[PÄJH[PVU�VM�[OL�PKLU[P[`�KPZJV]LY`�YLX\LZ[�VU�[OL�TLZZHNL�IVHYK"�����^P[OOVSK�HJ-
[PVU�[V�HMMVYK�[OL�HUVU`TV\Z�WVZ[LYZ�H�YLHZVUHISL�VWWVY[\UP[`�[V�ÄSL�HUK�ZLY]L�VWWVZP[PVU�[V�[OL�
HWWSPJH[PVU"�����YLX\PYL�[OL�WSHPU[PMM�[V�PKLU[PM`�HUK�ZL[�MVY[O�[OL�L_HJ[�Z[H[LTLU[Z�W\YWVY[LKS`�THKL�
I`�LHJO�HUVU`TV\Z�WVZ[LY� HSSLNLK� [V�JVUZ[P[\[L�HJ[PVUHISL� ZWLLJO"� ����KL[LYTPUL�^OL[OLY� [OL�
JVTWSHPU[�OHZ�ZL[�MVY[O�H�WYPTH�MHJPL�KLMHTH[PVU�HJ[PVU�HNHPUZ[�[OL�HUVU`TV\Z�WVZ[LYZ"�HUK������PM�
HSS�LSZL�PZ�ZH[PZÄLK��IHSHUJL�[OL�HUVU`TV\Z�WVZ[LY»Z�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�YPNO[�VM�MYLL�ZWLLJO�HNHPUZ[�
the strength of the prima facie case presented by the plaintiff and the necessity for disclosure of the 
anonymous defendant’s identity.135

After carefully reviewing the standards issued in Cahill, Dendrite, Columbia Insurance Co. v. Sees-
candy.com, Doe v. 2theMart.com, Mobilisa v. Doe, and Sony Music Entertainment v. Does 1-40, the 
Brodie court issued its own criteria for determining whether a plaintiff has established a prima facie 
case for defamation, requiring evidence (1) the defendant made a defamatory statement to a third 

131 
 As evidence, the court cites several well known John Doe cases discussed or otherwise referenced in this article, including Sony 
4\ZPJ�,U[T»[�0UJ��]��+VLZ�����������-��:\WW���K�����������:�+�5�@�������"�+VL�]���;OL4HY[�JVT��0UJ�������-��:\WW���K��������� ��
�>�+��>HZO������"�*HOPSS������(��K�H[����"�+LUKYP[L�0U[»S��0UJ��]��1VOU�+VL�5V���������(��K��������������5�1��:\WLY��*[��(WW��+P]��
2001).
132 
 Id., at 6.

133  Id., at 14, citing Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 572, 62 S. Ct. 766, 769, 86 L. Ed. 1031, 1035 (1942).
134 
 966 A.2d 432 at 447.
135 
 Id., at 457.
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person, (2) the defamatory statement is false, (3) the defendant has been shown to be legally at fault 
in making the statement, (4) the plaintiff has demonstrated that he or she has suffered harm. These 
criteria are consistent with the major libel case precedents for libel per se since Times v. Sullivan in 
� ���HUK�ILMVYL��HUK�[OL`�JP[L�ZWLJPÄJHSS`�[OL�JYP[LYPH�MYVT�6MMLU�]��)YLUULY���������H�SPILS�Z\P[�HSZV�
decided by the Maryland Court of Appeals.136 (For a claim of defamation per quod, the Brodie court 
recommends requiring that extrinsic facts be stated in the complaint to establish the defamatory 
character of the words or conduct.137) 

In requiring a prima facie showing, the Brodie test would seem to avoid either setting the thres-
hold too low and, therefore, limiting or chilling free speech on the Internet. The Brodie court wisely 
LZJOL^Z�[OL�SV^LY�¸NVVK�MHP[O�IHZPZ¹�VY�¸TV[PVU�[V�KPZTPZZ¹�[OYLZOVSKZ�HY[PJ\SH[LK�PU�+VL�]���[OL-
Mart.com and Columbia Insurance v. Seescandy.com, respectively, as too lenient on plaintiffs and 
[VV�YLZ[YPJ[P]L�VM�0U[LYUL[�L_WYLZZPVU��6US`�H�ML^�JV\Y[Z��PU�MHJ[��OH]L�HKVW[LK�[OL�SV^�¸NVVK�MHP[O¹�
standard.138 Justifying a higher threshold is the Internet’s unprecedented capacity to foster a mar-
RL[WSHJL�VM�PKLHZ��^OLYL��PU�[OL�^VYKZ�VM�[OL�)YVKPL�VWPUPVU��¸IV\UKHYPLZ�MVY�WHY[PJPWH[PVU�PU�W\ISPJ�
KPZJV\YZL�TLS[�H^H �̀�HUK�HU`VUL�^P[O�HJJLZZ�[V�H�JVTW\[LY�JHU�ZWLHR�[V�HU�H\KPLUJL�ºSHYNLY�HUK�
more diverse than any of the Framers could have imagined.’”139 This capacity, as well as others to 
¸I`WHZZ�JVTTLYJPHS�W\ISPZOLYZ�HUK�LKP[VYZ�[V�[YHUZJLUK�J\S[\YHS�HUK�NLVNYHWOPJ�IHYYPLYZ�¹�HUK�[V�
forge consensus on issues of public concern, are not theoretical but practical, and in promoting 
W\ISPJ�KPZJV\YZL� [OL`�¸T\Z[�IL�N\HYHU[LLK�[OL�WYV[LJ[PVU�VM� [OL�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�¹� [OL�)YVKPL�
opinion persuasively argues.140 

The Brodie balancing test also avoids setting the threshold too high by stopping short of requiring 
a showing of prima facie evidence for all elements of the plaintiff’s claim, a standard that essentia-
lly requires that plaintiff to prove his or her case before even identifying whom he or she would be 

136  Offen v. Brenner, 402 Md. at 198, 935 A.2d 719, 724 (2007).
137 
 The court cited M & S Furniture Sales Co., Inc. v. Edward J. De Bartolo Corp., 249 Md. 540, 544, 241 A.2d 126, 128 (1968) as 
precedent for this threshold. Libel per quod cases are rare because they involve a statement that is interpreted as non-harmful 
except when seen in a particular context, or that becomes libelous when something else, something not explicit in the statement, 
is added, typically by the plaintiff and typically something widely known, though not necessarily known to the speaker. 

138� �0U�HKKP[PVU�[V��[OLTHY[�JVT�HUK�:LLZJHUK �̀JVT�JHZLZ��ZLL�0U�YL�(63�����=H��*PY����������*PY��*[�������"�HUK�2SLOY�/HY-
rison Harvey Branzburg & Ellers v. JPA Development WL 37020 (2005)��PU�^OPJO�[OL�JPYJ\P[�JV\Y[�HSSV^LK�H�7OPSHKLSWOPH�SH^�ÄYT�
to learn the identities of anonymous authors posting defamatory material on various websites by relying on Pennsylvania Rule 
VM�,]PKLUJL�������^OPJO�WYVOPIP[Z�VUS`�KPZJV]LY`�[OH[�PZ�ZV\NO[�PU�¸IHK�MHP[O¹�VY�^V\SK�JH\ZL�¸\UYLHZVUHISL�HUUV`HUJL��LTIHY-
rassment, oppression, burden or expense to the deponent or any person or party” (at 16). All a plaintiff needed to demonstrate, 
PU�V[OLY�^VYKZ��^HZ�¸NVVK�MHP[O¹�PU�W\YZ\PUN�[OL�JSHPT��H[�����;OL�2SLOY�KLJPZPVU�WVPU[Z�[V�[OL�ULLK�MVY�H�UH[PVUHS�Z[HUKHYK�
139 
 Independent Newspapers, Inc. v. Brodie, 407 Md. 415, 966 A.2d 432 (Md. 2009), at 45, citing Reno v. ACLU.
140 
 Id., paraphrasing and quoting Robert C. Post, The Constitutional Concept of Public Discourse: Outrageous Opinion, Democrac-
[PJ�+LSPILYH[PVU��HUK�/\Z[SLY�4HNHaPUL�]��-HS^LSS������/HY]��3��9L]�������������  ��"�HUK�3`YPZZH�)HYUL[[�3PKZR �̀�:PSLUJPUN�1VOU�
Doe: Defamation & Disclosure in Cyberspace, 49 Duke L.J. 855, 893-95 & n. 204 (2000).
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suing. Such a threshold would deprive the plaintiff of judgment as a matter of law. More generally, 
such a threshold would undermine personal accountability for what a person posts or publishes. 
;OL�ÄM[O�WYVUN�VM�[OL�)YVKPL�[LZ[��H�ZLWHYH[L�IHSHUJPUN�MHJ[VY��PZ�JYP[PJHSS`�PTWVY[HU[�PU�HSSV^PUN�[YPHS�
JV\Y[Z�[V�JVUZPKLY�[OL�JH\ZLZ�VM�HJ[PVU�HUK�¸[OL�]LYPÄHISL�ULLK�MVY�[OL�WHY[PJ\SHY�PKLU[PM`PUN�PUMVY-
mation sought,” to quote Mazzotta.141�)`�HWWS`PUN�[OPZ�ÄM[O�WYVUN�HUK�IHSHUJPUN�[OL�HUVU`TV\Z�
poster’s First Amendment right of free speech against the strength of the prima facie case and the 
ULJLZZP[`�MVY�KPZJSVZ\YL��[OL�JV\Y[�JHU�JVUZPKLY�HKKP[PVUHS�MHJ[VYZ�UV[�ZWLJPÄJHSS`�HKKYLZZLK�I`�[OL�
test’s other prongs. These additional factors include whether the statements in question are part of 
an issue or debate of public concern, which would favor non-disclosure, or of a purely private na-
[\YL"�^OL[OLY�[OL�Z[H[LTLU[Z�JV\SK�IL�JVUZPKLYLK�L_WYLZZPVU�MVY�[OL�W\YWVZLZ�VM�^OPZ[SLISV^PUN"�
^OL[OLY�[OL�ZJVWL�VM�[OL�\UTHZRPUN�YLX\LZ[�PZ�[VV�IYVHK"�HUK�^OL[OLY�[OL�WSHPU[PMM�ZLLRPUN�KPZJSV-
Z\YL�PZ�H�W\ISPJ�VMÄJPHS��W\ISPJ�ÄN\YL��VY�WYP]H[L�PUKP]PK\HS��

The balancing step also would enable courts to consider the speaker’s expectation of privacy, and 
the potential consequences of a discover order to the speaker and others similarly situated.142 In 
the absence of a state or federal anti-SLAPP statute, determining whether the action is primarily 
meant to chill speech or punish a speaker, a consideration relevant even after a plaintiff has made a 
legitimate evidentiary showing on the merits of his or her claim, is a critical consideration in light of 
the First Amendment. In other words, a separate balancing prong would allow courts do recognize 
SLAPP suits as efforts to circumvent traditional First Amendment free speech concerns by subter-
fuge, even in states lacking an anti-SLAPP statute.143 

0U�^LPNOPUN� [OL�ZWLHRLY»Z�L_WLJ[H[PVU�VM�WYP]HJ �̀�VY� ¸[OL�WV[LU[PHS�JVUZLX\LUJL�VM�H�KPZJV]LY`�
order to the speaker and others similarly situated,” as the Mobilisa court put it, courts can use the 
balancing test to consider other potential consequences, as well, including harassment, intimida-
tion, or silencing speakers who have done nothing wrong. To sue under privacy torts, typically a 
plaintiff must demonstrate publication of private truths, in contrast to the false statements that are 
at the center of most libel claims.144 In addition, such publication typically has to concern issues or 
information in which the public has no legitimate concern and which would shame or humiliate a 
¸YLHZVUHISL¹�WLYZVU��(U�L_WSPJP[�IHSHUJPUN�JYP[LYPVU�LUHISLK�JV\Y[Z��^OLU�TH[LYPHS��[V�JVUZPKLY�[OL�
privacy concerns of both the plaintiff and the defendant in an effort at discovery.

141  Mazzotta, supra note 103 at 802.

142  Jones, supra note 5 at 439.

143  George W. Pring, SLAPPs: Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation, 7 Pace Envtl. L. Rev. 3, 3 (1989).

144  See Danielle M. Dwyer v. Dirty World (9th Cir., Ariz. 2011).
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Importantly, such a high standard also allows consideration of any claim of opinion privilege or pro-
tection for opinion, and the relevance of the identifying information to pursuing the claims.145 Spea-
king to claims of statement of opinion as opposed to statement of fact, the U.S. Supreme Court 
has stopped short of creating a categorical defamation exemption for opinion, and it has narrowly 
KLÄULK�VWPUPVU�[V�Z[H[LTLU[Z�[OH[�JHUUV[�IL�WYV]LK�MHSZL�VY�[OH[�JHUUV[�IL�YLHZVUHIS`�PU[LYWYL[LK�
as stating actual facts about an individual.146 Statements that are not susceptible to being proved 
[Y\L�VY�MHSZL�ZOV\SK�IL�WYV[LJ[LK��HUK�[OL�)YVKPL�[LZ[»Z�ZLWHYH[L�ÄM[O�WYVUN�HSSV^Z�PM�UV[�PU]P[LZ�H�
court to consider the published comments in this light. Where the comments constitute opinions, 
even rude ones, they generally should not form the basis of a libel claim. Where a court determines 
that published or posted online expression is merely opinion as opposed to a statement of fact, 
that court can dismiss the case because the First Amendment has been interpreted to exclude 
the government from having any jurisdiction over ideas, a notion known as the protective speech 
doctrine of opinion.147�:\JO�H�JVUZPKLYH[PVU�JV\SK�OLSW�JV\Y[Z�WYL]LU[�WSHPU[PMMZ�MYVT�¸ZPKLZ[LWWPUN�
the protections of the First Amendment simply by engaging in creative pleading,” as Mazzotta has 
observed.148

;OL�ÄM[O�HUK�ZLWHYH[L�IHSHUJPUN� MHJ[VY�TP[PNH[LZ� [OL�JOPLM�^LHRULZZ�VM� YLX\PYPUN�H�WYPTH� MHJPL�
case, which is that not all elements of a particular claim are within the plaintiff’s control, especially 
the identity of the anonymous speaker, a fact noted by the Mobilisa court.149 A court should requi-
re plaintiffs to substantiate only those elements they can control, or those elements that are not 
KLWLUKLU[�VU�\UTHZRPUN��;OV\NO�[OPZ�JH]LH[�SV^LYZ�[OL�WYPTH�MHJPL�Z[HUKHYK�ZVTL^OH[��[OL�ÄM[O�
and separate balancing factor allows a court to consider what the plaintiff should be able to show 
without weakening the overall standard implicit in the whole of the test. This reason alone would 
ZLLT�[V�Q\Z[PM`�PUJS\ZPVU�VM�[OPZ�ÄM[O�MHJ[VY�PU�HU`�UH[PVUHS�Z[HUKHYK�

-PUHSS �̀�[OL�ÄM[O�MHJ[VY��HZ�TLU[PVULK��HSSV^Z�H�JV\Y[�[V�JVUZPKLY�[OL�Z[H[\Z�VY�JH[LNVY`�VM�[OL�WSHPU[PMM�
HUK�^OL[OLY�Z\IWVLUHZ�[V�YL]LHS�H�ZWLHRLY»Z�PKLU[P[`�ZOV\SK�IL�TVYL�KPMÄJ\S[�[V�VI[HPU�MVY�W\ISPJ�
ÄN\YLZ��YLJVNUPaPUN�[OH[�W\ISPJ�ÄN\YLZ�[`WPJHSS`�LUQV`�NYLH[LY�HJJLZZ�[V�TLKPH�HUK��[OLYLMVYL��JHU�

145  Mobilisa, 170 P.3d at 720-21, 723-24.

146  Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co., 497 U.S. 1 (1990).

147� �.LY[a�]��9VILY[�>LSJO�0UJ�������<�:��������� ������ ���"�/LUY`�]��5H[»S�(ZZU�VM�(PY�;YHMÄJ�:WLJPHSPZ[Z�0UJ�������-��:\WW��
������������+��4K���  ��"�.PMMVYK�]��5H[»S�,UX\PYLY�0UJ����  ��>3����� ���H[�����*�+��*HS��"�+H]PZ�]��9VZZ������-��K����������K�*PY��
� ���"�/V[JOULY�]��*HZ[PSSV�7\JOL������-��K� ���� �����K�*PY��� �����JLY[��KLUPLK������<�:�������� ���"�.YLLUIH\T�]��.VVNSL��
0UJ������4PZJ���K����������5�@�:��K�� �������,K��3H^�9LW�������:\W��������0U�[OL�.YLLUIH\T�JHZL��[OL�JV\Y[�VIZLY]LK�[OH[�[OL�
Z[H[LTLU[Z�VM�[OL�WZL\KVU`TV\Z�¸6Y[OVTVT¹�HIV\[�H�ZJOVVS�IVHYK�TLTILY�^LYL�WYV[LJ[LK�VWPUPVU��
148 
 Mazzotta, supra 103 at 863.
149 
 Mobilisa, Inc. v. Doe 1, 170 P.3d 712, 720 (Ariz. Ct. App. 2007).
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more realistically counteract or respond to false statements than can private citizens.150 In diffe-
YLU[PH[PUN�W\ISPJ�ÄN\YLZ�MYVT�WYP]H[L�JP[PaLUZ��[OL�JV\Y[Z�JV\SK�H[�[OL�ZHTL�[PTL�KPZ[PUN\PZO�VUSPUL�
harassment from public debate, the latter of which merits strong constitutional protection and, to 
protect that pubic debate, has inspired anti-SLAPP statutes in some states. The requirement for 
JSLHY�HUK�JVU]PUJPUN�L]PKLUJL�VM�HJ[\HS�THSPJL�OHZ�WYV]LU��X\V[PUN�.LY[a�]��>LSJO��¸HU�L_[YLTLS`�
powerful antidote to the inducement to . . . self-censorship.”151�)`�HWWS`PUN�[OPZ�ÄM[O�MHJ[VY��H�JV\Y[�
can require either proof of actual malice, which seems excessive at the subpoena stage, or at least 
a demonstration of the likelihood of being able to produce evidence of actual malice at trial. For 
W\ISPJ�ÄN\YL�WSHPU[PMMZ��H�JV\Y[�JV\SK�� PU�IHSHUJPUN� [OL�JSHPTZ�HUK� [OL�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�� YLX\PYL�
that there be no other reasonable inference that is more likely to be true than that the anonymous 
speaker published with actual malice.152 

6M�JV\YZL�KLÄUPUN�^OV� PZ�H�W\ISPJ�ÄN\YL�JHU�IL�KPMÄJ\S["�W\ISPJ�ÄN\YLZ� [`WPJHSS`�Ä[�VUL�VM� [^V�
KLZJYPW[PVUZ!�[OVZL�^OV�¸VJJ\W`�WVZP[PVUZ�VM�Z\JO�WLYZ\HZP]L�WV^LY�HUK�PUÅ\LUJL�[OH[�[OL`�HYL�
KLLTLK�W\ISPJ�ÄN\YLZ�MVY�HSS�W\YWVZLZ¹�VY�[OVZL�^OV�¸OH]L�[OY\Z[�[OLTZLS]LZ�[V�[OL�MVYLMYVU[�VM�
WHY[PJ\SHY�W\ISPJ�JVU[YV]LYZPLZ�PU�VYKLY�[V�PUÅ\LUJL�[OL�YLZVS\[PVU�VM�[OL�PZZ\LZ�PU]VS]LK�¹153 The 
WSHPU[PMM�JH[LNVY`�VM�W\ISPJ�VMÄJPHS��^OPSL�JSLHYLY�VY�TVYL�JSLHYS`�KLTHYJH[LK�[OHU�W\ISPJ�ÄN\YL��HSZV�
JHU�WYV]L�KPMÄJ\S[�[V�HWWS`�PU�ZVTL�JHZLZ�

In short, while admittedly inviting some variance in how the national standard is applied, a separate 
IHSHUJPUN�MHJ[VY�^V\SK�NP]L�JV\Y[Z�H�ÄUHS�VWWVY[\UP[`�[V�Z[LW�IHJR�[V�]PL^�[OL�JSHPT�VY�JVU[LZ[�OV-
listically and in the context of the First Amendment. Because defamation law limits expression, and 
because so many suits are frivolously or malevolently brought to intimidate, such a factor would 
offer a reasonable safeguard against unnecessary disclosure. The factor is unlikely to, in Judge 
(KRPUZ»Z�^VYKZ��LUJV\YHNL�VY�WYVK\JL�H�¸Z\WLYSH^�VM�0U[LYUL[�KLMHTH[PVU�[OH[�JHU�[Y\TW�[OL�^LSS�
established defamation law.”154 Rather, adoption of a separate balancing factor would do much 
to protect anonymous expression online from frivolous claims of defamation, not to mention tort 
action threats against anonymous speakers brought by mainly corporate entities for such separate 

150� �*\Y[PZ�7\ISPZOPUN�*V��]��)\[[Z������<�:������������� ���"�.LY[a�]��>LSJO������<�:�������� �����0[�PZ�YLJVNUPaLK�[OH[�[OL�
egalitarian nature of web publishing and Internet communication has diminished this advantage somewhat.

151� �.LY[a�]��>LSJO��Z\WYH�����H[������;OL�X\LZ[PVU�VM�^OL[OLY�H�WLYZVU�PZ�H�¸SPTP[LK�W\ISPJ�W\YWVZL¹�ÄN\YL�JHU�IL�KPMÄJ\S[�
and expensive to determine.

152  A similar standard was applied in a securities fraud case, Tellabs, Inc. v Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd., 127 S. Ct. 2499 
��������H�Z[HUKHYK�MYVT�[OL�7YP]H[L�:LJ\YP[PLZ�3P[PNH[PVU�9LMVYT�(J[�VM��  ���ZWLJPÄJHSS`�H[����<�:�*������\���I����� ��������HZ�
Gleicher pointed out (at 356).

153  Gertz v. Welch, at 345.
154 
 Id.
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claims as computer fraud, trademark infringement, Lanham Act violations, trade secret misappro-
priation, tortious interference with contracts, unfair competition, deceptive trade practices, unjust 
enrichment, violations of federal electronic communications law, and even trespass to chattels.155 
 
Against a DMCA-style takedown notice
In advocating a national standard, this article argues against any sort of Digital Millennium Co-
W`YPNO[�(J[�SPRL�[HRLKV^U�UV[PJL�VY�WVSPJ`�HWWSPLK�[V�KLMHTH[PVU�VY��TVYL�ZWLJPÄJHSS �̀�[V�WV[LU[PHSS`�
defamatory anonymous expression online. Because the disclosure tests emerging from the appe-
llate courts are increasingly sophisticated, resorting to a policy that could make it much easier for 
plaintiffs to silence speakers, just as they have done with the DMCA, by spurring ISPs to taking 
down legal expression out of fear of litigation if they do not, would be to compound the free speech 
problems of the DMCA in a new area of the law and, therefore, reverse progress made in and by 
the courts. 

Enacted by Congress in 1998, the DMCA subjects an online service provider to distributor liability 
if that provider fails to remove from its service potentially copyright-infringing content posted by 
H�[OPYK�WHY[`� PM� [OH[�WYV]PKLY�RUV^Z�VY�OHZ�ILLU�UV[PÄLK�[OH[�[OL�JVU[LU[� PUMYPUNLZ�HUV[OLY»Z�JV-
pyright.156 As several legal scholars have proposed it, a DMCA-style takedown provision added to 
[OL�*+(�^V\SK�YLTV]L�������PTT\UP[`�^OLU�HUK�^OLYL�HU�PU[LYHJ[P]L�ZLY]PJL�WYV]PKLY�HZ�KLÄULK�
I`�[OL�*+(�MHPSZ�[V�YLTV]L�H�KLMHTH[VY`�Z[H[LTLU[�HM[LY�ILPUN�UV[PÄLK�VY�V[OLY^PZL�PZ�MV\UK�[V�
have knowledge of the defamatory nature of the statement.157 Some have argued that such a notice 
or takedown requirement applied to defamation online would restore the ISP and distributor liability 
removed by § 230 of the CDA, arguing that the CDA needs the same secondary liability provisions 
as those included in the DMCA.158

 If copyright litigation involving the DMCA is any guide, a DMCA-style takedown policy go-
verning anonymous speech would not be in the best interests of First Amendment-protected free 

155 
�-VY�ZWLJPÄJ�JHZLZ�VU�ZVTL�VM�[OLZL�JSHPTZ�HUK�X\LZ[PVUZ��ZLL�4HaaV[[H��Z\WYH���������)��*��3��9L]������H[������U������VY�.SLP-
cher, n. 38.

156  H.R. Rep. No. 105-551(II), at 53-54 (1998).

157  For arguments for DMCA-style liability policies for anonymous expression, see Robert T. Langdon, Note, The Communi-
cations Decency Act § 230: Make Sense? Or Nonsense?—A Private Person’s Inability to Recover if Defamed in Cyberspace, 73. 
:[��1VOU»Z�3��9L]����   �"�+H]PK�,��/HSSL[[��/V^�[V�+LZ[YV`�H�9LW\[H[PVU�HUK�.L[�(^H`�>P[O�0[!�;OL�*VTT\UPJH[PVUZ�+LJLUJ`�(J[�
Examined: Do the Policies and Standards Set Out in the Digital Millennium Copyright Act Provide a Solution for a Person Defamed 
6USPUL&����0KLH��� ������������"�9`HU�2PUN��6USPUL�+LMHTH[PVU!�)YPUNPUN�[OL�*VTT\UPJH[PVUZ�+LJLUJ`�(J[�VM��  ��PU�3PUL�^P[O�
Sound Public Policy, Duke L. & Tech. Rev. (2003). 
158 
 See, e.g., Hallett, 260-1.
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expression. The DMCA has criminalized legitimate research, stunted software development, and 
chilled expression.159 Merely by threatening ISPs with litigation under the DMCA, intellectual pro-
perty owners can silence speakers simply because they do not like what the online speakers have 
to say. This intimidation has on occasion censored First Amendment-protected parody and sati-
re.160 The Church of Scientology invoked the DMCA in calling for Google to block links to websites 
critical of the church, claiming that those sites were reprinting copyright-protected content owned 
I`�[OL�JO\YJO��.VVNSL�ISVJRLK�[OL�ZP[LZ��Z[H[PUN�[OH[��¸/HK�^L�UV[�YLTV]LK�[OLZL�<93Z��^L�^V\SK�
be subject to a claim of copyright infringement, regardless of its merits.”161 It did not matter that the 
re-publishing was almost certainly protected by fair-use provisions of U.S. copyright law.162

 
If the DMCA has been used to erase or otherwise silence First Amendment-protected dissent and 
criticism, it is only logical to assume that individuals and corporate entities could and would similarly 
HI\ZL�H�[HRL�KV^U�WVSPJ`�ZWLJPÄJ�[V�KLMHTH[PVU��0[�HSZV�PZ�WYVIHISL�[OH[�YLSH[P]LS`�ML^�HUVU`TV\Z�
speakers would be willing to litigate to have their problematic expression restored. These online 
ZWLHRLYZ�^V\SK�OH]L�[V�IL�^PSSPUN�[V�ZWLUK�[OL�TVUL`�[V�ÄNO[�IHJR�[OYV\NO�[OL�JV\Y[Z��HUK�[OL`�
would have to risk revealing their identities in order to pursue their claims, the very act of disclosure 
they had hoped to avoid by speaking or posting anonymously (or pseudonymously). Exposure, the-
refore, would be the punishment. Importantly, a federal appellate court determined that the DMCA 
KPK�UV[�HSSV^�\ZPUN�Z\IWVLUHZ�[V�MVYJL�KPZJSVZ\YL�VM�HUVU`TV\Z�WLLY�[V�WLLY�ÄSL�ZOHYLYZ�163

Furthermore, to hold ISPs liable for content published by third parties would not be unlike holding 
[OVZL�^OV�V^U�^HSSZ��IYPKNL�V]LY��HUK�\UKLYWHZZLZ��HUK�[YHPU�JHYZ�SPHISL�MVY�NYHMÄ[P�MV\UK�VU�[OLPY�
WYVWLY[`� PM� [OL`�KPK�UV[�YLTV]L�[OL�NYHMÄ[P� PU�H�[PTLS`�THUULY�164 It would often be cheaper and 

159 
 Kembrew McLeod, Freedom of Expression: Resistance and Repression in the Age of Intellectual Property 4 (2007). McLeod 
KLZJYPILZ�[OL�+4*(�HZ�¸VUL�VM�[OL�IPNNLZ[�[OYLH[Z�[V�MYLL�ZWLLJO�VUSPUL¹�������

160  Id., at 213-214, describing Dow Chemical’s censoring of a group of related protest sites through the sites’ ISP.

161  Id., at 215, quoting statements by Google to The Chronicle of Higher Education.
162 
 Title 17, U.S.C. § 107.

163  Recording Industry Association of America, Inc. v. Verizon Internet Services, Inc., 351 F.3d. 1229 (D.C. Cir. 203), cert. 
denied, 543 U.S. 924 (2004).
164 
 This analogy, presented here to demonstrate potential harm, is offered as an argument for take-down notices by Walter Pincus, in 
his article, The Internet Paradox Libel, Slander & the First Amendment in Cyberspace, 2 GREEN BAG 2d 279, 287 (1999), in which 
OL�X\V[LZ�[VY[�SH^!�¸6UL�^OV�PU[LU[PVUHSS`�HUK�\UYLHZVUHIS`�MHPSZ�[V�YLTV]L�KLMHTH[VY`�TH[[LY�[OH[�OL�RUV^Z�[V�IL�L_OPIP[LK�VU�
land or chattels in his possession or under his control is subject to liability for its continued publication” (Restatement [Second] of 
Torts §577 (1977). To support the analogy’s utility, Pincus cites two cases: Hellar v. Bianco, 244 P.2d 757 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1942), 
^OPJO�OLSK�[OL�V^ULY�VM�H�IHY�SPHISL�MVY�UV[�[HRPUN�KV^U�NYHMÄ[P�PU�TLU»Z�IH[OYVVT"�HUK�;PKTVYL�]��4PSSZ�����:V���K��� ��(SH��*[��
(WW��� �����^OPJO�JVUJLYULK�NYHMÄ[P�SLM[�VU�[OL�ZPKL�VM�H�IHYU�
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easier for a website to remove problematic content whenever a third party complained or cried 
¸KLMHTH[PVU¹�[OHU�[V�PU]LZ[PNH[L�[OL�JSHPTZ�VY�KLMH\S[�[V�Z[HUKPUN�I`�[OL�L_WYLZZPVU�\UKLY�[OL�-PYZ[�
Amendment, a tendency generally acknowledged in many of the arguments for a DMCA-style liabi-
lity policy. An interactive computer service provider would much rather take down problematic ex-
pression than incur the expense of investigating whether in fact a statement is defamatory. It would 
be a greater risk, therefore, to leave up problematic expression, even First Amendment-protected 
expression, than to risk a lawsuit without CDA immunity. 

A better solution would be for § 230 of the CDA to be rightly interpreted to grant immunity only 
PUZVMHY�HZ�HU�0:7�OHZ�UV[�THKL�H�ZPNUPÄJHU[�JVU[YPI\[PVU�[V�[OL�[OPYK�WHY[`�TH[LYPHS��VY�L_LYJPZLK�
editorial judgment that altered the meaning of that material.165 As Karen Alexander Horowitz has 
established, decisions interpreting or otherwise relying on § 230 have been wildly inconsistent, from 
offering blanket immunity to depriving immunity when and where an ISP engaged in even minor 
editing.166

Against criminalizing defamation
If a DMCA-style takedown notice is a step backward, to criminalize defamation would mark the 
return to a primitive era of First Amendment understanding in and by the law. Suggestions to cri-
minalize speech are rare, and for good reason. One such suggestion, from University of Dayton 
law professor Susan Brenner, recommended a reconsideration of criminalizing online defamation 
ILJH\ZL�VM�¸[OL�L]LY�PUJYLHZPUN� PUÅ\LUJL�VM� [OL� 0U[LYUL[�¹167 Brenner’s argument centers on the 
popularity of the Internet and, as a byproduct of that popularity, an increase in the potential harm 
of online defamation even to the level of becoming a state concern. As evidence, however, the 
author relies on a roster of cases that involve problems in online expression other than defamation, 
Z\JO�HZ�¸YPKPJ\SL�¹�¸PU]HZPVU�VM�WYP]HJ �̀¹�HUK�¸MHSZL� SPNO[�¹168 Central in the author’s argument, in 
MHJ[��PZ�[OL�JHZL�VM�:V\[O�2VYLH»Z�¸KVN�WVVW�NPYS�¹�HU�PUJPKLU[�PU]VS]PUN�H�KVN�V^ULY�[YH]LSPUN�VU�
Seoul’s subway system who refused to clean up after her dog. A passenger on the train shot video 
of the incident and posted it to the web, where the footage quickly became a sensation. However 
LTIHYYHZZPUN�[OL�]PKLV�TPNO[�IL��P[Z�W\ISPJH[PVU�KVLZ�UV[�TLL[�HU`�KLÄUP[PVU�VY�Z[HUKHYK�VM�VY�MVY�
165� �:LL��L�N���)HYYL[[�]��9VZLU[OHS�����*HS���[O��������U��� ���������^OLYL�[OL�JV\Y[�KLJSHYLK�[OH[�¸H[�ZVTL�WVPU[��HJ[P]L�
involvement in the creation of a defamatory Internet posting would expose a defendant to liability as an original source.” This 
KLJPZPVU�HSZV�L_WHUKLK������»Z�PTT\UP[`�[V�HSZV�JV]LY�HU�PUKP]PK\HS�0U[LYUL[�¸\ZLY¹�^OV�PZ�UV[�H�WYV]PKLY��Z\WYH�UV[L����H[�����

166  Karen Alexander Horowitz, When is § 230 Immunity Lost? The Transformation from Website Owner to Information Con-
tent Provider, 3 Shidler J. L. Com. & Tech. 14 (Apr. 6, 2007), at http://www.lctjournal.washington.edu/Vol3/a014Horowitz.html, 
visited Nov. 3, 2010. 

167� �:\ZHU�>��)YLUULY��¸:OV\SK�6USPUL�+LMHTH[PVU�)L�*YPTPUHSPaLK&¹����4PZZ��3��1�������������

168  Id., at 723-732.
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defamation, or it would not were a similar incident to happen in the United States.169 As an event 
in Seoul that did not even initiate a lawsuit in the Korean courts, it is merely titillating, a red herring, 
HUK�VM�UV�<�:��Q\YPZWY\KLU[PHS�ZPNUPÄJHUJL�^OH[ZVL]LY�

*VUZWPJ\V\ZS`�HIZLU[�PU�)YLUULY»Z�HYN\TLU[�PZ�L]LU�VUL�VUSPUL�KLMHTH[PVU�JHZL��ZWLJPÄJHSS`�HU`�
one of those most frequently commented upon or cited by the courts. None of the cases discussed 
PU�[OPZ�HY[PJSL�HWWLHY�PU�[OL�H\[OVY»Z�HYN\TLU[��;OL�HY[PJSL�Z[H[LZ�[OH[�¸ZVTL�JVU[LUK�[OH[�JYPTPUHS�
defamation is the only realistic option” for combating defamation in online spaces, but the only voi-
ces cited as making this contention are Noam Chomsky and a Canadian appellate court in a 2004 
decision in property rights dispute involving a Chilean mining company.170 While recommending 
[OL�PTWVZP[PVU�VM�JYPTPUHS�SPHIPSP[`�PU�JHZLZ�PU�^OPJO�[OL�W\ISPJH[PVU�VM�KLMHTH[VY`�TH[[LY�¸PUÅPJ[LK�
serious or substantial reputational harm,” the author cites no test cases that meet the proposed 
standard.171�(Z�)YLUULY�OLYZLSM� HJRUV^SLKNLZ�� ¸JYPTPUHS� SPILS� PZ�� [V� ZH`� [OL� SLHZ[��KPZMH]VYLK�I`�
American law,172 and it has been since 1964.173 This is true because regulation of political speech 
is not permitted under the First Amendment unless the restriction is narrowly tailored to serve a 
compelling state interest.174 Criminalizing defamation would be an extraordinarily draconian step 
PUJVUZPZ[LU[�^P[O�[OL�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�HUK�VUL�UV^�TVYL�[OHU�MVY[`�Ä]L�`LHYZ�YLTV]LK�MYVT�[OL�
mainstream of U.S. legal interpretation.

In support of a national anti-SLAPP standard or law
;OV\NO� YLJVTTLUKPUN� ZWLJPÄJ� Z[H[\[VY`� YLSPLM� �HUK�� PU� [OL� PUZ[HUJL�VM� HYN\PUN� HNHPUZ[� H� [HRL-
KV^U�UV[PJL��YLJVTTLUKPUN�HNHPUZ[�ZWLJPÄJ�Z[H[\[VY`�YLZWVUZLZ��PZ�WYVISLTH[PJ�MVY�[OL�YLHZVUZ�
previously outlined, if enacted a federal anti-SLAPP law could help balance reputational and ex-
pression rights. A federally guaranteed constitutional right is being jeopardized because SLAPPs 
are often brought as defamation actions with the goal of silencing legitimate speech on matters of 
public concern. Anti-SLAPP statutes are enacted to combat frivolous suits by making it easier to 

169� �)YLUULY��Z\WYH�����H[������:LL�2VYLHU�3HUN\HNL�0TTVY[HSPaLZ�º+VN�7VVW�.PYS»��;OL�*OVZ\U�0SIV��1HU�������������O[[W!��
LUNSPZO�JOVZ\U�JVT�ZP[L�KH[H�O[TSFKPY��������������������������O[TS�
170 
�0K���H[����"�*OVTZR`�HUK�)HYYPJR�.VSK�*VYWVYH[PVU�]��3VWLOHUKPH��6U[HYPV�*V\Y[�VM�(WWLHS��+VJRL[�5V��*� ������1\UL����������
at n. 5 and 7, respectively.

171  Id., at 704.

172  Id, at 720.

173� �:LL�;PTLZ�]��:\SSP]HU������<�:�������� ���"�4J*VUULSS�]��-LKLYHS�,SLJ[PVU�*VTTPZPVU������<�:�� ���������������;OVTHZ��
1���KPZZLU[PUN���¸;OL�]LY`�ºW\YWVZL�VM�[OL�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�BPZD�[V�WYLZLY]L�HU�\UPUOPIP[LK�THYRL[WSHJL�VM�PKLHZ�PU�^OPJO�[Y\[O�^PSS�
ultimately prevail’”) (quoting Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 390 (1969)).

174� �-PYZ[�5H[»S�)HUR�VM�)VZ[VU�]��)LSSV[[P������<�:�������� ���"�4J0U[`YL�]��6OPV�,SLJ[PVU�*VTTPZZPVU���  ���
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terminate such lawsuits at an early stage, but most of the twenty-nine states (as of March 2012) that 
have such laws have limited them to expression made about or otherwise linked to government 
VMÄJPHSZ�175 

;V�JP[L�VUL�L_HTWSL��[OL�Z[H[L�VM�.LVYNPH»Z�HU[P�:3(77�Z[H[\[L�¸JV]LYZ�VUS`�ZWLLJO�SPURLK�[V�VMÄ-
cial proceedings,” according to a ruling by the Georgia state Supreme Court in August 2007.176 By 
JVU[YHZ[��>HZOPUN[VU�Z[H[L�YLJLU[S`�YL]PZLK�P[Z�� � �HU[P�:3(77�Z[H[\[L��[OL�ÄYZ[�PU�[OL�JV\U[Y �̀�PU�
order to broaden its protections for those engaging in public free speech rather than merely those 
THRPUN�Z[H[LTLU[Z�KPYLJ[S`�[V�NV]LYUTLU[�VMÄJPHSZ�177�>HZOPUN[VU»Z�YL]PZPVUZ��^OPJO�^LYL�YH[PÄLK�
in 2009, were based on California’s progressive anti-SLAPP law. The state-by-state patchwork ap-
proach and its resulting inconsistency have inspired debate on enacting a federal anti-SLAPP law 
by raising the question of why should a defendant in Pennsylvania or Michigan, states with no anti-
SLAPP statute at all, should incur the high costs of litigation to defend against a frivolous lawsuit 
that in twenty-eight other states likely would be thrown out as SLAPPs.178 

A national standard modeled on California’s anti-SLAPP statute is recommended here to prevent 
MVY\T�ZOVWWPUN�HUK��ZWLJPÄJ�[V�[OL�X\LZ[PVU�OLYL��[V�WYL]LU[�JVYWVYH[PVUZ�MYVT�Z\PUN�1VOU�+VL�KL-
fendants in order to force disclosure of their identities and, in forcing disclosure, to silence them.179 
0U�*HSPMVYUPH��¸H�JH\ZL�VM�HJ[PVU�HNHPUZ[�H�WLYZVU�HYPZPUN�MYVT�HU`�HJ[�VM�[OH[�WLYZVU�PU�[OL�M\Y[OL-
rance of the person’s right of petition or free speech under the United States or California Constitu-
tion in connection with a public issue shall be subject to a special motion to strike.”180 Importantly, 

175� �1\KNL�HWWSPLZ�UL^�HU[P�:3(77�SH^�PU�4PJOHLS�4VVYL�JHZL��UL^Z�TLKPH�\WKH[L��:LW[����������"�;L_HZ�.V]LYUVY�ZPNUZ�
anti-SLAPP bill into law, news media update (June 20, 2011).  
176 
 Berryhill v. Georgia Community Support and Solutions, Inc., 281 Ga. Sup. Ct. 439 (2006), ruling on Code of Georgia § 9-11-11.1.

177  Judge applies new anti-SLAPP law in Michael Moore case, news media update (Sept. 8, 2010). 
178 
 Justin Kurtz, a 21-year-old college student in Kalamazoo, was sued for $750,000 in a defamation suit by a local towing com-
WHU`�KPZWSLHZLK�^P[O�H�-HJLIVVR�NYV\W�2\Y[a�Z[HY[LK��[P[SLK�¸2HSHTHaVV�9LZPKLU[Z�HNHPUZ[�;1�;V^PUN�¹�;1�;V^PUN�YLTV]LK�
2\Y[a»Z�JHY�MYVT�OPZ�HWHY[TLU[�WHYRPUN�SV[�HUK�SLM[�OPT�H������ÄUL�KLZWP[L�[OL�MHJ[�[OH[�2\Y[a�OHK�H�WHYRPUN�WLYTP[��;OL�[V^PUN�
JVTWHU`�HYN\LK�[OH[�[OL�JHY»Z�YLTV]HS�^HZ�Q\Z[PÄLK�ILJH\ZL�[OL�WLYTP[�^HZ�UV[�]PZPISL�HUK�JSHPTLK�[OH[�[OL�-HJLIVVR�NYV\W�
has hurt its business. Michigan does not have an anti-SLAPP law. The judge’s decision was pending when this article was writ-
ten (see SLAPP Happy in America: Defending against meritless lawsuits and the need for a federal bill, The News Media & The 
3H^��5V]LTILY��������H]HPSHISL�O[[W!��^^ �̂YJMW�VYN�UL^Z�THN������ZSHWWFOHWW`FPUFHTLYPJHF���O[TS"�]PZP[LK�5V]�������������
The California Anti-SLAPP Project maintains a website cataloging those states with anti-SLAPP statutes and listing those laws’ 
verbiage: http://www.casp.net/statutes/menstate.html. For the debate on a federal version, see Dan Frosch, Critical Web post-
PUNZ�WYVK\JL�ZWH[L�VM�YL[HSPH[VY`�SH^Z\P[Z"�:VTL�SLNPZSH[VYZ�ZLLR�[V�X\LSS�[HJ[PJ�ZLLU�HZ�H�[OYLH[�[V�MYLL�ZWLLJO��;OL�0U[»S�/LYHSK�
;YPI������1\UL���������"�HUK�:LHU�7��;YLUKL��+LMHTH[PVU��(U[P�:3(77�3LNPZSH[PVU��HUK�[OL�)SVNVZWOLYL!�5L^�:VS\[PVUZ�MVY�HU�6SK�
Problem, 44 Duq. L. Rev. 607 (2006).
179 
 U.S. House Representative Steve Cohen has introduced H.R. 4364, the Citizen Participation Act, a federal anti-SLAPP bill, which 
Z[H[LZ�[OH[� P[� PZ� PU[LUKLK�¸[V�WYV[LJ[�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[�YPNO[Z�VM�WL[P[PVU�HUK�MYLL�ZWLLJO�I`�WYL]LU[PUN�:[H[LZ�HUK�[OL�<UP[LK�
:[H[LZ�MYVT�HSSV^PUN�TLYP[SLZZ�SH^Z\P[Z�HYPZPUN�MYVT�HJ[Z�PU�M\Y[OLYHUJL�VM�[OVZL�YPNO[Z��JVTTVUS`�JHSSLK�º:3(77Z�»¹�>OLU�[OPZ�HY-
ticle was written, the bill, introduced in December 2009, was before the House Judiciary Committee, but passage is not imminent. 
180 
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California’s statute extends the ability to initiate an anti-SLAPP motion to apply to the assertion of 
a right to remain anonymous.181�6UJL�HU�HU[P�:3(77�TV[PVU�OHZ�ILLU�ÄSLK�PU�*HSPMVYUPH��KPZJV]LY`�
is stayed while the defendant shows that the expression in question involves a public issue and 
^HZ�THKL�¸PU�M\Y[OLYHUJL�VM�[OL�KLMLUKHU[»Z�YPNO[�[V�MYLL�ZWLLJO�¹182 There is no reason to believe 
that an anti-SLAPP law of this type could not prove effective at the national level. The discrepancy 
in the options of California defendants versus those in Pennsylvania (or Michigan or Georgia, etc.) 
means that plaintiffs in California would incur defendant costs only where they are shown to have 
brought lawsuits that are unlikely to succeed, but that defendants in Pennsylvania will always bear 
the substantial costs of defending, even successfully.183 If adopted, a federal anti-SLAPP law would 
create full, uniform, nationwide protection, enabling victims of SLAPP suits to make a motion to 
dismiss, stop discovery, and recover attorney’s fees in the event that the claim is deemed meritless.

The need for anti-SLAPP relief will only increase. The now-defunct John Does Anonymous Foun-
KH[PVU��H�UVU�WYVÄ[�VYNHUPaH[PVU�LZ[HISPZOLK�[V�Z\WWVY[�HUVU`TV\Z�ZWLHRLYZ�Z\LK�MVY�VUSPUL�KL-
famation, among other torts, estimated that between 1996 and 2001, more than 200 lawsuits were 
initiated by companies seeking disclosure of thousands of online John Does. None of the actions 
during this period resulted in a verdict or judgment against any of the John Does.184 In 2000, Ame-
rica Online attempted to draw attention to the threat to expression that these lawsuits represent, 
Z[H[PUN�PU�H�IYPLM�[OH[�[OL�¸WYVSPMLYH[PVU�VM�[OLZL�SH^Z\P[Z�HUK�Z\IWVLUHZ�[OYLH[LUZ�[V�OH]L�H�JOPSSPUN�
effect on protected speech and the growth of the online medium.”185

Anti-SLAPP laws are needed to ensure that, in the words of the majority opinion in another oft-cited 
VUSPUL�KLMHTH[PVU�JHZL��*VS\TIPH�0UZ\YHUJL�]��:LLZJHUK �̀JVT���   ���¸WLVWSL�^OV�OH]L�JVT-
mitted no wrong [are] able to participate online without fear that someone who wishes to harass 
VY�LTIHYYHZZ�[OLT�JHU�ÄSL�H�MYP]VSV\Z�SH^Z\P[�HUK�[OLYLI`�NHPU�[OL�WV^LY�VM�[OL�JV\Y[»Z�VYKLY�[V�
discover their identity.”186�;OL�:LLZJHUK �̀JVT�KLJPZPVU�JLSLIYH[LK�[OL�¸VWLU�JVTT\UPJH[PVU�HUK�

 Cal. Civ. Proc. CODE § 425.16(b)(3), author’s emphasis.
181 
 Sean P. Trende, Defamation, Anti-SLAPP Legislation, and the Blogosphere: New Solutions for an Old Problem, 44 Duq. L. Rev. 
607, 16 (2006), citing Rancho Publ’ns v. Superior Ct., 68 Cal. App. 4th 1538, 1541 (4th Dis. App. Ct. 1999).

182  Batzel v. Smith, 333 F.3d 1018, 1024 (9th Cir. 2003).
183 
 Trende, Defamation, Anti-SLAPP Legislation, and the Blogosphere: New Solutions for an Old Problem, 17.
184 
 In Victoria Smith Ekstrand, Unmasking Jane and John Doe: Online Anonymity and the First Amendment, 8 Comm. L. & Pol’y 417 
(2003). The foundation’s URL now belongs to the New Republicans, a conservative branch of the Republican Party.
185 
 Brief of Amicus Curiae America Online, Inc., at 14, Melvin v. Doe, et al., Nos. 2115 WDA 2000 & 2116 WDA 2000 (Pa. Super. Ct., 
appeal from order Nov. 5, 2000).
186 
 Columbia Insurance v. Seescandy.com, 185 F.R.D. 578 (N.D. Cal. 1999).
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YVI\Z[�KLIH[L¹�[OH[�PZ�WVZZPISL�^OLU�¸HSS�[OL�MHJ[Z�HIV\[�VUL»Z�PKLU[P[`¹�HYL�UV[�RUV^U�187 DiMeo v. 
Max (2006), a case in Pennsylvania, underlines the dangers to online expression posed by corpo-
rate entities willing to run up a defendant’s court costs simply to silence a critic. Emails presented 
during this case’s hearing demonstrated that the plaintiff was fully aware of the censoring power of 
even the threat of litigation, and that the plaintiff sought to leverage this power.188 

Conclusion
(M[LY�L_HTPUPUN�[OL�KPMÄJ\S[`�PU�IHSHUJPUN�H�WLYZVU�VY�JVYWVYH[L�LU[P[`»Z�YPNO[�[V�YLW\[H[PVU�HNHPUZ[�
another’s right to anonymous expression online, it is clear that a single, coherent national standard 
is needed, and that such a test include a separate First Amendment balancing factor. In proposing 
such a standard, it has been argued here that a takedown notice for online defamation similar to 
that legislated as part of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act would be too suppressive of otherwi-
se protected speech, and that criminalizing online defamation no longer has any basis in the law. In 
proposing a single standard or test, this article also examined imbalances created by, among other 
[OPUNZ�� 0:7� PTT\UP[ �̀�W\ISPJ�ÄN\YL�WYP]H[L�JP[PaLU�KPZ[PUJ[PVUZ��HUK�[OL� SHJR�VM�\UPMVYTP[`�HTVUN�
state-level anti-SLAPP statutes. 

Free speech is too vital to democracy, and as the manifesting of liberty of thought, it is too vital 
to human dignity, to be thought about exclusively as doctrine.189 Which disclosure test the courts 
adopt is important, but only in the context of the larger social ethic in which freedom of speech is 
only a part, a social ethic envisioned by the constitution as incorporating the attainment of truth and 
allowing free men and women to express their opinions on the things they care about.190

187 
 Id.

188� �+P4LV�]��4H_������-�:\WW��K�����������,�+��7H���������;OL�KLMLUKHU[�ÄSLK�H�TV[PVU�[V�KPZTPZZ�[OL�JHZL�MVY�MHPS\YL�[V�
state a claim upon which relief can be granted, which the court granted with prejudice.

189  See Lee Bollinger, The Tolerant Society: Freedom of Speech and Extremist Speech in America 247 (1986).
190 
�:LL�ALJOHYPHO�*OHMLL��[OL�ÄYZ[�THQVY�(TLYPJHU�ZJOVSHY�VM�[OL�-PYZ[�(TLUKTLU[��PU�-YLL�:WLLJO�PU�[OL�<UP[LK�:[H[LZ������ ����
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